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This dissertation investigates the tribological effects of diamond nanoparticles as
a lubricant mineral oil additive. A numerical code was developed that models the
sliding contact observed in a standard four-ball test of sliding contact. Four-ball
experimental tests were conducted both of neat mineral oil and mineral oil with the
diamond nanoparticle additives, varying the trial times, temperatures, nanoparticle
concentrations, and loads. The numerical results matched the experimental data
remarkably by adjusting the lubricant thermal conductivity to account for the en-
hanced conductivity of diamond; demonstrating that thermal enhancements are the
primary cause of the wear reduction properties of diamond nanoparticle additives.
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Friction and wear is a problem that affects practically every field of engineering.
Wear has the effect of reducing the life of materials, and causing eventual failures
of the mechanical systems. A common example is the internal combustion engine,
where the wear in engine cylinders reduces the effectiveness of piston ring seals,
thus reducing the combustion pressure and engine power. In practically any me-
chanical system, any friction ends up as lost energy, reducing the overall efficiency.
Finally, friction can cause runaway heating that can damage or destroy mechanical
components.
Little is known about the true nature of sliding contact wear, and there are many
different approaches to modeling the phenomena. Multiple effects are all at play
that can affect wear rate, including elastohydrodynamic effects, pressure-viscosity
effects, temperature-viscosity effects, changes to the thermal conductivity of the
lubricant and surfaces, and elastic deformation as a result of the lubricant pressure
fluctuations. In addition, a diamond nanoparticle additive was found to reduce the
wear, which is quite counterintuitive, as diamond is a hard abrasive. Previous re-
search into the matter shows a lot of speculation to the cause, including generating
rolling contact and chemistry, but no conclusive determination as to how and why
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this diamond nanoparticle additive can actually reduce the wear rate.
1.2 Archard’s Wear Equation
The tribological phenomena of wear and friction is an essential design consider-
ation for practically every mechanical device. Most of this friction is transient,
occurring over an extended period of time throughout the life of the mechanical
device. Friction is a dynamic and nonlinear process as the shape at the point of
contact changes from the material wear; therefore it is necessary to understand the
transient wear rates and the phenomena of running-in, the tribological process of
friction dynamically reaching steady-state as the wear evolves in time.
Running-in is a tribological phenomenon characteristic of the physical, chemi-
cal, and geometric characteristics of the contact surface [2–14]. With this in mind,
it can be clearly stated that wear rate V̇ (m3/s) is a function of the existing wear
V (m3). While there are several phenomena that can cause wear, one of the most
profound causes are asperities in the surface. One established equation to represent





where W (Newtons) is the contact load, S (m) is the sliding distance, H (Pa) is the
material hardness, and Kwear (dimensionless) is the wear coefficient. For a steady
wear rate, Kwear is a constant, but for most applications the wear is dynamic and
changing. Therefore, by taking the rate of change of Eqn. 1.1, the rate of change
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for the wear is [3]
V̇ = f(V, σ, h)·W ·U
H
, (1.2)
where U (m/s) is the sliding speed, and f(V, σ, h) is a dimensionless function rep-
resenting the wear rate V̇ (m3/s) and how it is affected by prior wear V (m3), surface
roughness σ (m), and the lubricating oil thickness h (m) from physiochemical fac-









where nArchard is an experimentally realized exponent. This is intuitive, as wear is
caused by direct metal-on-metal contact that occurs when random surface asperities
exceed the height of the oil film thickness.
The downside of these previous equations, however, is that they are only rep-
resentative of the wear trend. This current form of Archard’s equation in Eqn.
1.1 - 1.3 requires either Monte Carlo simulations [16] or a substantial amount of
prior wear data [17] to fit into these equations; they are otherwise too simplistic for
practical realistic wear modeling. For example, there is no clear consensus on the
relationship between wear rate and both the load and the hardness; while increasing
load and / or decreasing the material hardness will inherently increase the wear, the
relationship is not necessarily linear [2, 18, 19]. The only tribological parameters
that will have a linear relationship on the wear is the area rate of change and the
average height of the surface asperities
V̇ = Vn·σ·U ·∆x, (1.4)
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where ∆x (m) is the width of the region of contact perpendicular to the velocity U








,Un, Gn,Wn, κellipse), (1.5)
where P (Pa) is the pressure from the load, Un is the dimensionless speed parameter
(Eqn. 2.20), Gn is the dimensionless material parameter (Eqn. 2.21), Wn is the
dimensionless load parameter (Eqn. 2.22), and κellipse is the ellipticity of the area
of contact [18–20].
It is desired to develop a practical numerical method of modeling and simulating
the phenomena of asperities in sliding contact without needing substantial empirical
data to start with. Such a method can be used to reduce the need for repetitive four-
ball tests, which require expensive equipment and are time-consuming to perform.
Finally, a reliable numerical model will help to better understand analytically and
conceptually the phenomena of wear evolution, to improve on practical engineering
design.
1.3 Tribological Effects of Nanoparticles
Nanometer (nm) scale particulates have garnered much recent interest as additives
to lubricants. These particles are advantageous over larger additives [21–26] be-
cause of their small size and high number density. The size of nanoparticles enables
them to better fit within small asperities for friction and wear mitigation than larger
additives. In addition, the small size of nanoparticles allows them to be more resis-
tant to settling than larger additives, which results in increased stability within the
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lubricant [22]. Finally, provided that the particles are well dispersed within the lu-
bricant, a large quantity of particles will exist within a given volume, even at small
levels of concentration.
Several recent studies have been conducted to analyze the tribological perfor-
mance of nanoparticle-containing lubricants. Nanoparticles comprised of boron
nitride [27, 28], lanthanum fluoride [29], cerium fluoride [30], zinc sulfide [31],
lanthanum hydroxide [32], copper oxide, and titanium oxide [23] were found to im-
prove tribological properties when tested with a reciprocating tribotester with a flat
surface sample. In addition, four-ball tests of lubricants mixed with nanoparticles of
iron, copper, cobalt [24], lead sulfide [33], oleic-acid-capped lead sulfide [34], zinc
sulfide [35], titanium oxide [36, 37], and calcium carbonate [25] have also shown
an improvement in tribological characteristics with increased concentrations. There
is much empirical evidence to show that nanoparticles can improve the tribological
properties of a lubricant.
There were similar studies conducted to study the tribological effects of in-
organic fullerene-like nanoparticles; these particles are known to roll, rather than
slide, within a tribological interface, thus reducing friction. A ring block tester was
used to study inorganic fullerene-like nanoparticles of WS2 and MoS2 as an addi-
tive to improve the tribological properties of powdered material, rather than oils,
under friction of bronze, iron, and iron-nickel structures [26, 38–40]. These parti-
cles formed a protective film coating, usually only as thick as a single fullerene-
like nanoparticle, which facilitated the shear stress of the sliding and allowed an
increased load capacity of the parts in contact. Even under severe contact condi-
tions [41], where the gap between the contact surfaces was smaller than the size
of the nanoparticles, the WS2 additives improved the tribological properties of the
lubricant. While the external sheets of the outermost layers of the WS2 nanoparti-
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cles were peeled off, there were pristine layers of these fullerene-like nanoparticles
found (with SEM) in the solid asperities. In a separate study [42], WS2 and MoS2
nanotubes were tested in comparison to spherical gold nano-objects to determine if
they improved the tribological performance. An Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
was used to characterize the wear after tests with a ball-on-flat tribometer were con-
ducted, and these nanoparticles were found to reduce wear and friction both in wet
and dry conditions. These studies have helped to demonstrate how a large diversity
of nanoparticles can help to improve the tribological properties of lubricants.
Diamond nanoparticles have also been investigated as lubricant additives [21,
23], and they were found to reduce friction and wear at relatively low concentra-
tions. These previous tests were conducted with oscillating sliding conditions using
a ball-on-disk apparatus; this is different from the four-ball test, which was devel-
oped to study lubricating fluids in unidirectional sliding contact [43]. The four-ball
test has fixed and localized locations of wear and contact, which are not exposed
to chemically affecting atmospheric changes over the duration of the test. By tak-
ing advantage of the extremely small nanometer-scale particles, large quantities of
particles can be realized for a given concentration of diamond, and as a result the
viscosity is minimally affected.
There are several theories to try to explain the causes of improved tribologi-
cal properties with diamond and diamond-like carbons. One possible cause is that
diamond nanoparticles are believed to polish away asperities (roughness) on the
sliding surfaces; it is well known that the greater the initial surface roughness, the
greater the coefficient of friction (COF) [44, 45]. Another theory is a smooth layer
of these nanoparticles acting as “tiny ball bearings” [21, 22, 46], where there is less
metal-on-metal contact and thus less wear and friction. This has been repeatedly
demonstrated with fullerene-like nanoparticles [26,38–41], which fill in nanometer-
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sized holes and asperities, thus smoothing the rolling surface. Reduction in wear,
however, has also been observed from particle-on-particle or dispersion diamond
nanoparticles alone [22], and therefore the polishing of asperities and ball-bearing
effect might not be the only cause of reduced wear and friction.
There is significant interest within the community to better understand the phe-
nomenon of rehybridization and how it may affect tribological properties [22]. Re-
hybridization, which is defined by the changing back and forth from sp2 to sp3
atomic bonds, may cause formation of lubricious amorphous sp2-containing carbon
under high temperature friction and sliding conditions. During rehybridization, the
energy resulting from grinding and high-temperatures will be high enough to ex-
ceed the activation energy needed to convert carbon sp3-bonds (typical of hard di-
amond) to more amorphous carbon sp2-bonds, thus allowing smoother sliding and
less covalent bond formation that adds to the friction. This was investigated [47] on
diamond ultra-crystalline coatings, and it was observed that rehybridization only
occurs in temperatures greater than 600◦C, thus defining an activation energy in
diamond for converting sp3-bonded carbon to sp2-bonded carbon to be 3.5 + 0.9
eV. For most tribological applications, the temperature is well below 600◦C; the
exceptions to this are concentrated stress points where the temperature may in fact
exceed the rehybridization energy. Therefore, because of the high energy needed to
change the carbon bonds, rehybridization is not expected to be the primary cause
of improving wear and friction for the diamond nanoparticle tests of interest in this
effort.
Another effort [48] was conducted to determine the comparative effects of chemistry-
changing rehybridization and passivation on tribological properties of ultra-crystalline
diamond surfaces. Chemical effectives were previously observed in diamond films
and coatings, which are noted for their tribological properties [49–56], similar to
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boron nitride [57,58] and chromium [59]. Passivation is defined as when a material
becomes less reactive due to environment characteristics such as high temperatures
and friction. In this effort, after the reciprocating sliding tests, spectral measure-
ments were performed on the worn diamond surfaces. It was observed that there
was no correlation from the rate of ordered graphite formed and the COF and wear
rates measured. Oxidized species of the diamond coating were studied and indi-
cated that the dangling carbon bonds were produced and then passivated. It is be-
lieved to be evidence of passivation due to the rapid dissociation times and highly
favorable energetics of water (from ambient humidity) on the dangling diamond
bonds. While this effort is related to ultra-crystalline diamond coatings and not
necessarily diamond nanoparticles, as the diamonds nanoparticles were observed
to form a definitive layer around the material [21] it is relevant as a possible tribo-
chemical cause for reduced wear and friction as a result of diamond nanoparticle
additives.
One established method to investigate the surface chemistry of tribological phe-
nomenon is to use X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS is a quantitative
spectroscopic technique that measures the molecular composition, chemical state,
and electronic state of the elements that exist within a material on the surface (top
10 nm) of a sample of interest. Spectral data is obtained by irradiating a surface
within a vacuum with X-rays while simultaneously measuring the kinetic energy
and number of electrons that escape from the surface being analyzed [60]. Prior
studies of diamond nanofilms have shown a peak binding energy at 398 eV for di-
amond films grown in a CH4/H2/N2 mixture [61]; in a separate study the XPS
spectra was found not to vary much with increasing nitrogen concentration [62].
In another prior study of diamond nanoparticles with a dimension of 5-10 nm in
paraffin oil subjected to sliding friction (ball on disk test), the XPS binding energy
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(284.3 eV) obtained from the contact surface is the same for both the base paraffin
oil as well as the oil with the diamond nanoparticles additives; this study occurred
with a significant reduction in wear volume and friction coefficient with increasing
diamond nanoparticle weight concentration from 0.001% to 0.01% [21]. Because
of this, it is safe to assume that a reduction in wear volume and coefficient of friction
will be a mechanical, and not a chemical, phenomenon.
In an ongoing effort to determine the mechanism for improved friction/wear due
to nanoparticles, this study will investigate the effect of nanoparticle concentration
on tribological performance. Having this knowledge will help elucidate the under-
lying causes of the improved performances of diamond nanoparticle additives under
sliding contact, and will help to determine the ideal concentration of nanoparticles
for the optimal performance of a practical mechanical system.
1.4 Hypothesis
The hypothesis is to determine whether or not the enhanced thermal conductivity
of diamond nanoparticles is the primary cause of the reduction in wear and fric-
tion. Graphite has been used as an additive to paraffin oil to enhance the thermal
conductivity [63–65], and considering the very high thermal conductivity of dia-
mond [66–69], significant enhancements in thermal conductivity can be expected
with even minute mass concentrations of diamond nanoparticles [70–81]. The hy-
pothesis proposes that this increase in the thermal conductivity is expected to reduce
the lubricant film temperature [82], which will increase the viscosity [83], which
will increase the lubricant film thickness [18, 20], and reduce the wear [2, 3, 15].
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1.5 Intellectual Merit
This research is not only expected to greatly enhance the understanding of diamond
nanoparticles, but it is expected to also provide better insight and understanding of
wear, sliding contact, and elastohydrodynamic lubricant film behavior. While there
have been previous efforts at modeling lubricant film thickness, it is still a new
and developing field. In addition, there is very limited previous work that has in-
vestigated or modeled lubricant film thickness of worn surfaces; most studies have
been performed of well-defined shapes. Finally, by having an accurate and exper-
imentally validated numerical model of sliding contact typically seen in four-ball
studies, which takes into account many tribological properties, the causes of wear
can be better investigated and understood, both with the diamond nanoparticles of
interest as well as future tribological studies of sliding contact.
1.6 Chapter Summaries
Chapter 2 is focused on the development of a novel numerical method to model
sliding contact and wear as observed in a standard ASTM four-ball test [43]. There
is first a discussion of an iterative analytical approach to determining the temper-
ature and viscosity of the lubricant, as there are several tribological effects at play
that can affect the lubricant film. Once these properties are realized, and a minimum
elastohydrodynamic lubricant film thickness is obtained, the Reynolds equation is
solved numerically, and the chapter discusses the detailed steps that are necessary
to iterate and converge on the pressure and film thickness profile at the region of
contact. Next is a discussion on how Monte Carlo simulations were used to ascer-
tain the wear rate from the lubricant film thickness, as wear occurs when random
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surface asperities exceed the film thickness height and come into contact with the
opposing surface. Finally, the chapter discusses series of four-ball experimental
tests with neat mineral oil in time, temperature, and load, and how the experimental
results validate the numerical model. By having this numerical model, the causes
of various tribological effects can be better understood.
Chapter 3 is about a purely experimental effort to investigate the wear and fric-
tion reduction properties of minute quantities of diamond nanoparticles as an addi-
tive to mineral oil. Experimental viscosity measurements of both neat mineral oil
and diamond nanoparticle solution are presented and compared. Next, a series of
four-ball tests are performed at consistent loads, bulk lubricant temperatures, and
durations, with varying concentrations of the diamond nanoparticle additive rang-
ing from neat mineral oil to 0.01% weight concentration. Finally, experimental XPS
measurements of the surfaces of tested ball-bearings, and Dynamic Light Scatter-
ing (DLS) and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements of
tested lubricant are also discussed, in order to ascertain if any chemical reactions
occurred that might affect the tribological properties of the different lubricant solu-
tions.
Chapter 4 discusses the cumulation of the work of chapter 2 and 3, where the
numerical model that was developed in chapter 2 is used to try and ascertain the
cause of the wear reduction properties observed in chapter 3. Except for the lu-
bricant thermal conductivity enhancements of the diamond nanoparticles, both the
neat mineral oil and the diamond nanoparticle solution studies are simulated iden-
tically. Enhancing the thermal conductivity has the effect of reducing the lubricant
film temperature, which increases the overall film thickness and reduces the wear.
Four-ball experimental tests are conducted of the 0.01% weight concentration so-
lution, varying in both duration and bulk temperature, and the experimental results
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were compared to the numerical simulations in order to verify if the enhanced ther-
mal conductivity was the primary cause of the reduction in wear from the diamond
nanoparticle additive.
1.7 Specific Aims
The specific aims of this research are as follows:
• SA1: The first specific aim is to develop a novel numerical model in order
to study and characterize the evolution of transient tribological wear in the
presence of sliding contact. Sliding contact is often characterized experimen-
tally via the standard ASTM D4172 four-ball test, and the numerical model
was developed to simulate such a test. Finite difference methods were used
to solve the Reynolds equation and find the lubricant oil pressure, and the
simulation used iteration to converge on a proper film thickness profile based
on this pressure and ball profile data. This film profile data can be used in
conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation results in order to determine the
wear rate profile as the contact evolves.
• SA2: The second specific aim involves performing four-ball experimental
tests with mineral oil for varying times ranging from 10 seconds to 1 hour,
as well as at varying temperatures and loads, for the purpose of verifying and
validating the numerical model.
• SA3: The third specific aim is to experimentally investigate the tribologi-
cal effects of diamond nanoparticles as an additive to lubricant mineral oil.
The tests were run for varying concentrations ranging from pure mineral oil
to 0.01% weight-concentration of diamond nanoparticles. The friction was
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measured throughout the tests, and the resulting wear was measured with op-
tical profilometry.
• SA4: The forth specific aim was to investigate the influence of nanodiamond
additives on the interfacial chemical reactions during sliding contact. In order
to do so, the chemical properties of the surfaces of untested ball bearings, as
well as tested ball bearings from both neat mineral oil and 0.01% diamond
nanoparticle solution were tested. In addition, chemical studies of used and
unused lubricant were also studied. This specific aim served to identify or
rule-out a chemical reaction such as rehybridization or passivation being the
cause of the enhanced tribological properties from the diamond nanoparticle
additive.
• SA5: The fifth specific aim focused on further investigating the wear of four-
ball tests with the diamond nanoparticle additive, conducting experimental
tests both in time variation and temperature variation.
• SA6: The sixth specific aim focused on investigating the possibility of ther-
mal conductivity enhancement in the contact interface due to the diamond
nanoparticles, which may lead to reduced wear. In order to do so, the nu-
merical model was modified to simulate the enhanced thermal conductivity
of the lubricant due to the addition of diamond within the lubricant, and the
numerical results were compared to the experimental results in SA3 and SA5
in order to verify that the thermal effects were the primary cause of the wear







OF THE LOAD, TEMPERATURE, AND
TIME DEPENDENCE OF WEAR IN
SLIDING CONTACT
2.1 Chapter Abstract
An effort was made to study and characterize the evolution of transient tribologi-
cal wear in the presence of sliding contact. Sliding contact is often characterized
experimentally via the standard ASTM D4172 four-ball test, and these tests were
conducted for varying times ranging from 10 seconds to 1 hour, as well as at vary-
ing temperatures and loads. A numerical model was developed to simulate the
evolution of wear in the elastohydrodynamic regime, and is found to closely repre-




This chapter focuses on the development of a numerical elastohydrodynamic wear
model, to replicate the wear observed in a four-ball sliding contact test. As was
observed in Archard’s Wear equation (Eqn. 1.3), the wear rate is directly propor-
tional to the lubricant film thickness. Many elastohydrodynamic properties need to
be realized, including the lubricant temperature, lubricant viscosity, elastic deflec-
tion, lubricant pressure (solved with the Reynolds equation), and the preexisting
wear; all of these properties can affect the lubricant film thickness profile. These
properties interplay with each other, and therefore the model must perform multiple
iterative loops at each time-step in order to converge on a final set of parameters and
an accurate lubricant film thickness profile. Once the film thickness is determined,
only then can the principles of Archard’s Wear equation be used to predict the wear
rate and simulate the wear that occurs from the elastohydrodynamic sliding contact
of a four-ball test.
2.3 Film Thickness Model
A numerical model was developed to solve the Archard’s equation and determine
the wear rate as it is distributed over the area in contact. To do this, it is clear
based on Eqn. 1.3 that the wear rate is strongly proportional to the film thick-
ness, and therefore it is necessary to realize it [18,84–90] in order to proper predict
the wear rate. The first step is to break down the area of contact into a defined
two-dimensional (2D) meshed grid. It is safe to assume that throughout the entire
domain of the ball bearing, surrounding the area of contact, the surface is entirely
immersed in oil. With this assumption, the lubricant oil film thickness will com-
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Figure 2.1: Definitions for indentation function defined by Eqn. 2.2 - 2.4, and the
definition of the x, y, and z dimensions.
prise of the sum total of the profile of the ball bearing, elastic deflection from the
pressure of contact, and any wear that may have previously occurred [91]. In addi-
tion, a minimal film thickness must exist in the presence of this elastohydrodynamic
contact, and thus the oil thickness function h (m) is,
h = Findent + Vy + δe −min(Findent + Vy + δe) + hmin, (2.1)
where Vy (m) is the wear depth profile, hmin (m) is the minimum elastohydrody-
namic film thickness, δe (m) is the elastic deflection, and Findent (m) is the profile
of the ball-bearing as is used in a standard four-ball test [1, 43]. The min(...) term
normalizes the oil film profile, and ensures that the minimum film thickness hmin is
consistently the minimum value of h.
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The equation for the indentation of the ball bearing is





where R (m) is the radius of the ball bearing. Equation 2.2 can be derived by the
trigonometric relationships described in Fig. 2.1,






where θ (radians) is defined by Eqn. 2.4. The factor of 2 is included Eqn. 2.2 and
2.3 due to the profile function Findent representing both of the two ball bearings; the
sample ball bearing and the top ball bearing connected by the spindle.
The next step to estimating the lubricant film thickness is to calculate the elastic
deformation as a result of the lubricant pressures. To determine this deflection,
the Winkler Mattress model is assumed [91], where the deflection at each finite
difference node is linearly proportional to the pressure following Hooke’s Law; the
deflections are small compared to the total length and thus there are no significant





where P (Pa) is the pressure; and Kh (Pa/m) is the Winkler Mattress coefficient.
While there are several approaches to calculating Kh [91], this model calculates it







where PHertz (Pa) is the maximum Hertzian pressure, and δHertz (m) is the maxi-
mum Hertzian deflection, both for dry, no-wear, elastic contact.
To determine this deflection and pressure, the Hertzian contact model will be
used, which assumes all-elastic dry contact between two solid spheres. To find this
























where p is the dimensionless Poisson’s ratio, E (Pa) is the Young’s modulus of the
material, and sa and sb represent the two solid surfaces in contact. As all of the
ball bearings in a four-ball test will have the same radius (typically 0.25 inches) and
Young’s modulus [43], where sa=sb, then the reduced radius and Young’s modulus









Once these values are found, one can find the radius of the circular area of contact
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where W (Newtons) is the total load. Once the Hertzian contact radius is known,
















and with these terms the Winkler Mattress coefficient can be determined from Eqn.
2.6. The equation for Hertzian pressure as a function of radial distance r (m) from











x2 + z2, (2.15)
and by imposing this pressure with the Winkler Mattress coefficient determined in
Eqn. 2.6, a flat profile can be observed within the radius contact in Fig. 2.2.
Due to the presence, however, of both the lubricant oil as well as the previous
wear on the ball bearing profile, Eqn. 2.14 cannot be assumed for the pressure. The
Reynolds equation must be solved [91] in order to get the true lubricant oil pres-
sure and deflection. Within the Reynolds equation, the film thickness will directly
affect the pressure function, which affects the elastic deformation, which affects
the pressure. For this reason, an iterative solver [92–96] will be needed to con-
verge on a solution of both the pressure and the film thickness in the presence of
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Figure 2.2: Ball bearing profile subjected to Hertzian deflection for 391 Newtons
of load. The Hertzian pressure function (Eqn. 2.14) was divided by the Winkler
Mattress coefficient (Eqn. 2.6), and the deflection yielded a flat surface at the region
of contact.
the ball bearing profile, previous wear, and the minimum elastohydrodynamic film
thickness.
In addition to the pressure and elasticity, the minimum elastohydrodynamic lu-
brication film thickness needs to be realized. This is a small amount of oil, typically
1 µm thick [20] or less, subjected to extreme pressures from the contact. One cause
of this minimum lubricant thickness is from hydrodynamic film formation, such as
boundary layer and other effects from simple hydrodynamic lubrication. A second
cause of this minimum thickness is modification of the material geometry; the two
surfaces deform elastically to form a quasi-parallel region for the lubricant to flow
through (Fig. 2.4). Finally, according to Barus law [20, 97], the viscosity increases
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exponentially with pressure
νP = ν0·eαPP , (2.16)
where P (Pa) is the pressure, νP and ν0 (mm2/s) are the kinematic viscosity under
high and atmospheric pressure respectively, and αP (Pa−1) is the pressure-viscosity
coefficient (PVC) of the lubricant, [20, 98], where




·b5.19030 ·χ1.5976 − 3.999ρ0.1162χ3.0975]·108, (2.17)
χ = log10ν0,
where b0 is the ASTM slope coefficient multiplied by 5, and is determined for this
oil to be 0.6363 [98]. Under the extreme pressures that occur at the point of contact,
the viscosity can increase dramatically, and also contribute to the overall lubricant
film thickness.
There are numerous prior studies for the lubricant oil film thickness [19,84–90],
though one of the most versatile is the study conducted by Hamrock and Dow-
son [18]. Film thickness profiles were studied experimentally for a large series
of elastohydrodynamic profiles for varying dimensions, and optical interferometry
was used to measure both the minimum and central film thickness. They used a
variety of different materials, lubricants, speeds, loads, and contact dimensions, to
come with a single empirical solution for the lubricant oil thickness. The Hamrock-
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where hmin (m) is the minimum film thickness, hc (m) is the central film thickness,
Un is the dimensionless speed parameter, Gn is the dimensionless material param-
eter, Wn is the dimensionless load parameter, κellipse is the ellipticity of the contact
area, µ0 (Pa-s) is the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant at atmospheric pressure,







where ΩRPM is the rotation speed in revolutions per minute (r/min) of the four-
ball test, and R (meters) is the radius of the ball bearing. It is clear that before the
pressure and film thickness profile can be realized, it is necessary to determine the
dynamic viscosity and the minimum film thickness, so that a proper film thickness
function can be realized and the wear rate analyzed.
2.4 Viscosity Calculations
In order to realize the minimum elastohydrodynamic film thickness, it is necessary
to determine the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant. The viscosity of the lubricant,
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however, is affected by temperature [83, 91, 98–100], as hotter oils are inherently
less viscous. A reduction in viscosity results in a reduced minimum film thickness
[18], but this reduced film thickness results in a cooler oil film [82], as there is
less thermal resistance from the center of the oil film to the surface of the ball
bearing. As a result of this contradiction, it is necessary to use iteration in order to
converge on a realistic lubricant oil temperature and viscosity, so that a minimum
film thickness can be determined.
The first step is to calculate the flash temperature heating of the surface of the






where a is the radius of the area of contact, and αbb (m2/s) is the thermal diffusivity





where kbb (W/m2·◦C) is the thermal conductivity, ρbb (kg/m3) is the density, and
CP,bb (J/kg·◦C) is the specific heat capacity; all of these parameters are for the ball
bearing material (steel).
Once the dimensionless Peclet number L is known, one can calculate the aver-
age flash temperature [102–105], which is defined as the temperature that results
from the high-pressure and heating. For L < 0.1, the friction heating is considered
a stationary heat source, where the temperature distribution is effectively steady
state, where the heat flow can be considered a flow of thermal current through a
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thermal resistance of the ball bearing. For 0.1 < L < 5.0, the friction heating is
considered a slow-moving heat source, where there is ample time for the tempera-
ture to be conducted through the ball bearing, and for L > 5.0 the friction heating
is considered a high-speed heat source [82].
The predictive analytical equation used by this model for average flash temper-




L < 0.1, (2.26)
∆TF = [0.35 + (5.0− L)0.54.9 ]
µCOF ·W ·U
4·kbb·a






U ·a L > 5.0,
where µCOF is the dimensionless coefficient of friction (COF), W (Newtons) is the
load, and ∆TF (◦C) is the surface temperature increase due to friction.
The next step in realizing the elastohydrodynamic film thickness is to estimate
the temperature increase of the lubricant as a result of the friction heating. This field
was investigated extensively for helical gears [106] and square contact surfaces seen
in cutting tools [107], and these classic theories were adjusted for circular contact
by Archard in 1958 [82]. Archard’s work focused on time-dependent flash heating
to match experimental studies conducted by Crook [108], and an equation for the














where qv (Watts/m3) is the friction energy generated per unit volume, h (m) is the
film thickness, klub (Watts/m-◦C) is the thermal conductivity of the lubricant, and
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where ρlub (kg/m3) is the density of the lubricant, andCP,lub (J/kg·◦C) is the specific
heat capacity of the lubricant.
The lubricant model being developed will assume steady-state heating, as the
time-steps are longer than the flash temperature durations. This can be verified by
determining when the first exponential term in the series in Eqn. 2.27 reaches 1%.
Assuming a film thickness of h = 1 µm and a thermal diffusivity of αlub = 7.73·10−8






at tss = 6 µs. This is far shorter than any time-step in the simulations, and therefore
the model will treat the lubricant oil temperature increase as the result of steady-
state conductive heat transfer from the center of the lubricant film to the surface of
the ball bearing.
The steady-state conductive heat transfer equation [101] with heat generation











[(h·y)− y2] + Tsurface, (2.31)
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where y (m) is the film thickness position, and Tsurface (◦C) is the surface tempera-
ture,
Tsurface = ∆TF + TB, (2.32)
where ∆TF (◦C) is the surface temperature increase in Eqn. 2.26, and TB (◦C) is
the bulk lubricant temperature. It is clear that Eqn. 2.31 is simply the steady-state
(t = ∞) solution Eqn. 2.27. Averaging Eqn. 2.31 over the depth of the film







The next step is to determine the volume rate of heat energy qv (Watts/m3) being
dissipated into the oil from the friction heating. The friction heat energy density is
assumed to be the total of the friction forces being dissipated into the lubricant, as
a function of the volume of oil covering the area of contact. The power into the oil
Qlub (Watts) is a function of the product of the friction forces and the velocity,
Qlub = µCOF ·W ·U, (2.34)
where µCOF is the dimensionless COF, W (Newtons) is the load, and U (m/s) is the
velocity of sliding contact realized in Eqn 2.23. The volume of the oil Vlub (m3) is
simply the product of the area of contact and the film thickness h (m),
Vlub = h·πa2, (2.35)
where a (m) is the radius of contact. With these two values, the rate of heating per
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The lubricant temperature can be used to calculate the average viscosity [20,83],
where
ν = Ẑ–exp[−0.7487–3.295·Ẑ + 0.6119·Ẑ2–0.3193·Ẑ3], (2.38)
Ẑ = 10∧[10∧(A−B·log10TL)]− 0.7
where ν (mm2/s) is the kinematic viscosity, and A and B are dimensionless coeffi-
cients derived empirically. They can be found by measuring the kinematic viscosity
at two temperature points, calculating the Z-value [83],
Z = ν + 0.7 + exp[−1.47− 1.84ν − 0.51ν2], (2.39)
and obtaining the viscosity coefficients, where [83]





A = log10log10Zi +B·log10Ti,
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where Ti, Tj , Zi, and Zj are the temperature (Kelvin) and Z-coefficients at temper-
ature points i and j. The kinematic viscosity can be used to calculate the dynamic
viscosity µ (Pa-s) of the lubricant [109],
µ = ρlub·ν, (2.41)
and this value can be used to calculate the film thickness using the Hamrock-
Dowson [18] empirical equations.
According to Eqn. 2.37, it is clear that the oil temperature increase is linearly
proportional to the film thickness; while Eqn. 2.18 shows how a decrease in viscos-
ity (such as from an increase in temperature) would reduce the film thickness. For
this reason, iteration is needed to converge on a final lubricant temperature, viscos-
ity, and minimum film thickness. The Hamrock-Dowson [18] empirical equation
for the central film thickness (Eqn. 2.19) can be used as an approximate central
film thickness to attempt to iterate for a new temperature and viscosity. This it-
erative loops repeats itself until it converges at a final value for the lubricant oil
temperature and viscosity. The final viscosity can be used in Eqn. 2.18 for a mini-
mum film thickness value in order to find the full film-thickness function.
2.5 Numerical Solution of the Reynolds Equation
The Reynolds equations is a well established differential equation derived from the
Navier-Stokes equation to predict the pressure distribution in a lubricating film sep-




























where Ux and Uz (m/s) are the flow velocities in and out of the thin-film boundary in
the x and z direction (see Fig. 2.1), P (Pa) is the pressure, h (m) is the film thickness,
and µ (Pa-s) is the dynamic viscosity.
The Reynolds equation can be converted to a one-dimensional (1D) equation
with several assumptions [91]. First, at the z-direction boundaries, there is no pres-












] = 0, (2.43)
Uz = 0. (2.44)
Next, it can be assumed the density ρ is constant; a reasonable assumption in most
practical applications. Finally, if you assume the flow to be steady-state, where
d
dt





) = 6µU ·∂h
∂x
, (2.45)
where U = Ux is determined from Eqn. 2.23 as the net x-direction velocity of the
two surfaces in contact. Integrating this equation will yield
h3·∂P
∂x
= 6µUh+ C, (2.46)
where C is the constant of integration. Assuming h = hc where dPdx = 0, one gets a
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simple relationship for the pressure differential,
∂P
∂x
= 6µU ·h− hc
h3
, (2.47)
where hc is the upper boundary of the film thickness.
The next step is to discretized the Reynolds equations, including the pressure
distribution. Using Taylor-Series expansion, the pressure as a function of discrete
location is
Pi+1 = Pi + Pi+1(Xi+1 −Xi) + Ô(∆x2), (2.48)






Pi+1 − 2Pi + Pi−1
∆x2
, (2.50)
where ∆x is the length in between finite-difference nodes. These discrete terms can









































) = 6µU ·∂h
∂x
, (2.53)
Pi−1Wi + Piai + Pi+1Ei = Bi, (2.54)
This is the discrete form representation of the 1D Reynolds equation.




discrete Reynolds equation can be written as [91, 92]

































































































As described in Barus Law in Eqn. 2.16, the viscosity will increase exponen-
tially with pressure [20, 91, 98]. To implement this effect in a Reynolds solver, one
could simply use a Grubin model [20,111–114], where the pressure is substitute for










·exp(−αPV C ·P ), (2.63)
and plugging in Eqn. 2.63 into Eqn. 2.47, and recalling the effective viscosity under
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The normalized pressure q (Pa) can be substituted into the Reynolds solver for lower
pressures, thus simplifying the analysis for low pressure studies where Barus Law
is applicable.
Barus Law, however, breaks down for high-pressures greater than 500 MPa [91],
and since the region of contact can see pressures on the order of GPa, a different
approach is needed to accurately model the viscosity parameter in Eqn 2.61. The



















where βµ is the exponential reduction in viscosity with temperature,
µ(T ) = µ(T0)·e−βµ(T−T0). (2.69)
This model will use an iterative approach to solve the Reynolds equation, for a
given input film thickness profile. A predictive guess for the pressure function is
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Hertzian pressure distribution from Eqn. 2.14, and (b) lubricant oil
pressure with no-wear.
used in Eqn. 2.55 to converge on new values of the pressure, where
Pi,j =
Bi,j − (P̂i−1,jWi,j + P̂i+1,jEi,j + P̂i,j−1Si,j + P̂i,j+1Ni,j)
ai,j
, (2.70)
where P̂ (Pa) is an initial guess for the pressure at a given node. The Hertzian
pressure distribution (Fig. 2.3-a) from Eqn. 2.14 is used in this model before the
first time-step to ascertain the lubricant oil pressure in the absence of wear (Fig.
2.3-b). At each time-step, the initial lubricant oil pressure function with no-wear is
consistently used as the initial iterative guess. At each iteration, the new pressure
function is used until there is convergence.
The convergence of the pressure distribution for a given film thickness is not
necessarily a final solution for the pressure. Due to elastic deformation, a change
in pressure would yield a change in elastic deformation. After the first pressure
convergence, the new pressure is used to find a new profile of the elastic deforma-
tion based on the Winkler Mattress Eqn. 2.5, and a new film thickness profile is
developed. The film profile is normalized to the minimum film thickness realized
in Eqn. 2.18, and the pressure iteration is repeated. This process repeats itself un-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Film thickness profile after 3600 seconds of contact, at both (a) 25◦C
and (b) 59◦C.
til the pressure, elastic deformation, and lubricant oil film thickness converge for
the given ball-bearing profile and prior wear. Overwhelmingly with wear, the film
thickness profile will appear flat (Fig. 2.4). Once the proper film thickness profile
is determined, the wear rate can be predicted for the next time-step.
2.6 Wear Simulations
The most important part of this simulation is to figure out the sliding contact wear
rate, as described in Eqn. 1.2. The first value to realize is the velocity, which is a
specified parameter of the four-ball test; the hardness, which is an experimentally
realized material parameter; and the pressure, which is determined with iteration
and the Reynolds equation. These terms are only proportional, and a relationship
between these values and the true wear rate must be realized.
As observed in Eqn. 1.3 [15], this wear is related to the ratio of the surface
roughness over the lubricant thickness. The principle action of wear in the elasto-
hydrodynamic regime [20,91] occurs when the material asperities exceed the thick-
ness of the lubricant [2, 15, 116–120]; hence the larger and thicker the asperity, the
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greater the wear. Certainly it is not possible to model every single asperity with
infinite accuracy, but a root mean squared (RMS) value of the fluctuation of the
surface can be easily measured and characterized optically.
The RMS value of the asperities assumes a normal distribution for the probabil-
ity of a given peak reaching a certain height γ (m),




where σ (m) is the standard deviation (or RMS if the mean value is 0) of the fluctu-







where γn (m) is the height at each point, γ̄ (m) is the average or arithmetic mean
surface height, andNa is the number of points within the wear scar used to calculate
the RMS surface roughness σ (m).
One important consideration to calculating the wear rate is the material hard-
ness, especially the yield stress in shear, as wear occurs when the shear stresses
exceed the ultimate yield stress and material is lost. It is intuitively obvious that not
all asperities that come into contact with the sliding surface will necessarily be lost
as wear; some asperities will only experience elastic deflection. To get around this,





where R’ (m) is the reduced radius (Eqn. 2.9) of the ball bearing, Gyield (Pa) is the
ultimate yield stress, E’ (Pa) is the reduced Young’s modulus, and WP (m) is the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Monte Carlo data of random normalized asperities, both (a) before any
wear and (b) after λW = 1 of contact.
yield / plasticity length.
Wear occurs when a random asperity exceeds both the film thickness height plus






and this parameter is proportional to the wear according to Archard’s Wear Eqn. 1.3
[15]. Wear would occur whenever a random asperity exceeds a certain λW -value,
which represents the ratio of roughness standard deviations that contact occurs.
The lower the λW -value, the higher the probability of an asperity exceeding this
film thickness height, and thus the more wear would occur.
A Monte Carlo simulation was conducted to attempt to predict the expected
wear that would occur from a given λW -value, which will remove all the asperities
that exceed a given ratio of standard deviations. The asperities were represented
by N = 109 random numbers ranging from -1 to 1 (Fig. 2.5-a), and the standard
deviation of this sequence was determined. The random sequence generated with
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Figure 2.6: Monte Carlo data of VN as a function of λW .
MATLAB was raised exponentially by a power of 5, in order that the maximum
asperity height is in excess of at least 3 standard deviations. By increasing the ex-
ponential power of the sequence up to 500, λW -values up to 20 have been studied,
though limitations of the random number generator start to yield numerical instabil-
ities. For the purpose of establishing a trend line, as λW -values over 3 are expected
to yield negligibly small wear, the Monte Carlo study focused up to this asperity
height.
For each λW -value of interest, the unworn random sequence (Fig. 2.5-a) is used
and all asperities that exceed the given λW -value (which represents the standard
deviation ratio) were worn, where the height was reduced down to the λW -value
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σΣNi (hi − λW ), (2.75)
where hi represents the normalized (dimensionless) height of each random asperity,
N is the total number of asperities studied in the Monte Carlo simulation, ∆x2 (m2)
represents the area under contact, σ (m) represents the RMS surface roughness, and
V (m3) is the total wear. For each asperity, the height worn off was collected and
averaged throughout all of the asperities, to yield an average wear height relative to
the area of contact. The numerically obtained ratio of normalized wear for a given
λW -value (Fig. 2.6) comes out to
VN = 0.2763·exp[−1.6754·λW ], (2.76)
and the dimensionless normalized wear volume VN can apply for the given λW -
value regardless of the surface roughness or area of contact. The assumption that the
wear rate follows an exponential function of the λW -value has been well established
[2].
To convert the normalized volume in Eqn. 2.76 to the real wear volume in Eqn.
2.75, one simply multiplies the normalized wear by the RMS surface roughness
(asperities height) and the area of contact,
V = VN ·σ∆x2. (2.77)
This function assumes the total wear over a given area. In the four-ball test, how-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Numerical results of wear after 1 hour of sliding contact at a bulk tem-
perature of 59◦C and a load of 391 Newtons, both (a) with and (b) without the ball
bearing profile. Colorbar in (b) represents wear in µm.
ever, the contact is transient, and therefore the wear rate is
V̇ = VN ·σ∆x·U, (2.78)
where U (m/s) is the sliding speed (Eqn. 2.23), and V̇ (m3/s) is the transient wear
rate. By using this wear rate, and finding the λW obtained from the film thickness
obtained with the pressure obtained by the Reynolds-function, as well as the min-
imum elastohydrodynamic film thickness (Eqn. 2.18), a transient wear profile can
be obtained (Fig. 2.7).
2.7 Experimental Procedure
A series of four-ball [43] sliding contact tests were conducted to experimentally
characterize the wear over varying temperatures, loads, and lengths of time. The
four-ball tests were set to consistently run at 1200 r/min, ramped up with an angu-
lar acceleration of 100 r/min per second. Throughout all of the tests, the angular
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force, and therefore the COF, was consistently recorded by a load cell within the
four-ball apparatus. Three series of tests were conducted, the first in time variation,
the second in load variation, and the third in temperature variation. For the first
series of tests, the run time for each test was varied for different times to character-
ize the evolution of the wear; run-times used include 10, 60, 120, 300, 1800, and
3600 seconds after the test speed of 1200 r/min was reached. Throughout the time-
variation experimental tests, the load was kept constant at 391 Newtons, and the oil
was set at one of two consistent temperatures of 51◦C and 59◦C; PID controllers
and convection fans were used to maintain the temperature in the presence of flash
heating. The second series of tests were all conducted at the full run-time of 3600
seconds, and a consistent temperature of 59◦C, but with a variation of the load at
258, 302, 347, and 391 Newtons. The third series of tests were all conducted at the
full run-time of 3600 seconds and a load of 391 Newtons, but with a variation of the
bulk oil temperature at 44◦C, 51◦C, 59◦C, and 67◦C. Finally, every test was com-
pleted twice under identical circumstances, to ensure repeatability of the results.
Before the test commenced, the kinematic viscosity of the test oil (Fig. 2.8)
was experimentally measured in order to properly simulate the correct conditions.
The viscosity was measured with a Brookfield Lab viscosity meter utilizing an LV2
spindle spinning at 60 r/min. After applying the proper factors, the base mineral oil
was found to have (at 25◦C ambient temperature) a viscosity of 107.5 mPa·s. This
test was repeated for different temperatures, ranging from an ambient temperature
of 25◦C to 75◦C. The viscosity interpolation formula (Eqn. 2.38) was verified by
using the experimental data at 25◦C and 75◦C to find the values of coefficients A
and B (Eqn. 2.40). The viscosity formula was used to predict the viscosity at all of
the data points in between these two temperature points, and the error between the
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Figure 2.8: Mineral oil dynamic viscosity data.
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theory and experimental data was an average of only 3.5623%, thus validating the
formula. To improve accuracy, the model calculates the viscosity coefficients (Eqn.
2.40) with the data points closest to the bulk lubricant temperature.
2.8 Results
After each four-ball test, all of the ball bearings were first cleaned in acetone and
isopropyl alcohol, and then measured with an optical profilometer, which provides
an accurate three-dimensional (3D) model of the wear scar on the ball bearing.
The Metro-Pro MX software was utilized to mask the wear scar, and remove the
material of the 0.25-inch radius sphere ball bearing. This sphere-removal algorithm
enabled a true measurement of the total wear loss, with far greater accuracy than
the traditional method of approximating wear loss based on the wear scar diameter.
The total wear as a function of duration of the timed contact was collected at
a constant load of 391 Newtons, and a consistent bulk lubricant oil temperature of
51◦C (Fig. 2.10 and Table 2.1) and 59◦C (Fig. 2.12 and Table 2.3). This data was
compared to the numerically calculated wear, and the experimental data reflects the
numerical results. In addition to the wear volume, the experimental wear scar diam-
eters were also found to match the numerical results closely, for bulk lubricant oil
temperatures of both of 51◦C (Fig. 2.11 and Table 2.2) and 59◦C (Fig. 2.13 and Ta-
ble 2.4). The simulations show a gradual decrease in wear rate with increasing time
and total wear (Fig. 2.9); this is primarily caused by a reduction in friction heating
density (Eqn. 2.36) due to the increase in contact area as the wear scar diameter
increases. As the friction heating density decreases, the lubricant oil temperature
decreases, which causes the viscosity and film thickness to increase, and thus grad-
ually reducing the wear. This close match is further verification and validation of
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Figure 2.9: The phenomenon of running in, demonstrated from the numerical wear
rate (µm3/s) simulation results for neat mineral oil at a bulk lubricant temperature
T = 59◦C.
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using this numerical approach as a reliable model of four-ball sliding contact tests,
and strong evidence of the robustness of this model.
t SIM EXP DEV
10 55 9 71.3
60 289 64 109.7
120 440 112 70.7
300 763 253 23.3
1800 2198 1320 39.2
3600 3657 3360 41.8
Table 2.1: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (103 µm3) data as a function of time (seconds) t for neat mineral oil
at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 51◦C (Fig. 2.10).
t SIM EXP DEV
60 0.383 0.37 6.3
120 0.425 0.38 7.1
300 0.481 0.44 2.1
1800 0.62 0.6 6.7
3600 0.697 0.72 4.2
Table 2.2: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of time (seconds) t for neat
mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 51◦C (Fig. 2.11).
Second, a series of 59◦C, hour-long, four-ball tests were conducted at varying
loads, ranging from 258 to 391 Newtons. It is expected that, with all other pa-
rameters consistent, as the load increases, the wear rate will increase, as noticed
in Archard’s Eqn. 1.1-1.3, and Hamrock-Dowson Eqn. 2.18 and 2.19. All of the
simulation-predicted wear volumes (Fig. 2.14 and Table 2.5) and wear scar diam-
eters (Fig. 2.15 and Table 2.6) reasonably match the experimental load-dependent
wear rates, and a clear trend of increasing wear with increasing load is observed
both numerically and experimentally.
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Figure 2.10: Wear (µm3) experimental data and matching simulation results, for
neat mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of T = 51◦C. Figure data in
Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.11: Wear scar diameter (mm) experimental data and matching simula-
tion results, for neat mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of T = 51◦C.
Diamonds represent the experimental average wear scar diameter, while error bars
represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars) experimental
variation of the wear scar diameter observed between all six samples (two repeating
tests with three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.12: Wear (µm3) experimental data and matching simulation results, for
neat mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of T = 59◦C. Figure data in
Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.13: Wear scar diameter (mm) experimental data and matching simula-
tion results, for neat mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of T = 59◦C.
Diamonds represent the experimental average wear scar diameter, while error bars
represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars) experimental
variation of the wear scar diameter observed between all six samples (two repeating
tests with three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.14: Wear (µm3) experimental data and matching simulation results as a
function of load (Newtons). Diamonds represent the experimental average total
wear, while error bars represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin
error bars) experimental variation of the total wear observed between all six samples
(two repeating tests with three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.15: Wear scar (mm) experimental data and matching simulation results as
a function of load (Newtons). Diamonds represent the experimental average wear
scar diameter, while error bars represent the average (thick error bars) and maxi-
mum (thin error bars) experimental variation of the wear scar diameter observed
between all six samples (two repeating tests with three ball bearings each). Figure
data in Table 2.6.
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t SIM EXP DEV
10 96 25 84.8
60 392 86 66.7
120 602 112 103
300 1038 288 33.4
1800 3345 1480 34.1
3600 5938 4140 74.5
Table 2.3: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (103 µm3) data as a function of time (seconds) t for neat mineral oil
at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 59◦C (Fig. 2.12).
t SIM EXP DEV
60 0.411 0.38 3.2
120 0.453 0.39 9.5
300 0.515 0.44 4.6
1800 0.683 0.59 5.3
3600 0.787 0.75 9.3
Table 2.4: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of time (seconds) t for neat
mineral oil at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 59◦C (Fig. 2.13).
Finally, a series of hour-long, 391 Newton load, four-ball tests were conducted
at varying bulk temperatures, ranging from 44◦C to 67◦C. It is expected that, with all
other parameters consistent, as the bulk temperature increases, the wear volume will
increase. The higher temperatures oils will inherently have a reduced viscosity, and
a reduction in viscosity will result in a decrease in minimum and central lubricating
oil thickness, as noticed in Eqn. 2.18 and Eqn. 2.19. This trend is observed both
experimentally and numerically, and the simulation-predicted wear volumes (Fig.
2.16 and Table 2.7) and wear scar diameters (Fig. 2.17 and Table 2.8) reflected
the experimental data. This match helps to further establish this model as a robust
representation of sliding contact within a four-ball test.
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Figure 2.16: Wear (µm3) experimental data and matching simulation results as a
function of bulk lubricant oil temperature (◦C). Diamonds represent the experimen-
tal average wear, while error bars represent the average (thick error bars) and max-
imum (thin error bars) experimental variation of the wear observed between all six
samples (two repeating tests with three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table
2.7.
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Figure 2.17: Wear scar diameter (mm) experimental data and matching simulation
results as a function of bulk lubricant oil temperature (◦C). Diamonds represent the
experimental average wear scar diameter, while error bars represent the average
(thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars) experimental variation of the wear
scar diameter observed between all six samples (two repeating tests with three ball
bearings each). Figure data in Table 2.8.
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W SIM EXP DEV
258 1.06 1.96 35.4
302 1.74 2.1 43.0
347 2.66 3.02 51.6
391 4.01 4.14 74.5
Table 2.5: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (106 µm3) data as a function of load (Newtons) W (Fig. 2.14).
W SIM EXP DEV
258 0.522 0.63 6.3
302 0.576 0.648 6.4
347 0.631 0.704 13.3
391 0.714 0.75 4.6
Table 2.6: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devi-
ation DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of load (Newtons) W (Fig.
2.15).
2.9 Conclusion
A novel numerical model was developed using established elastohydrodynamic
principles. The numerical model used a series of iterations at each time-step in
order to successfully converge at an accurate prediction of the pressure distribution,
elastic deflection, lubricant film thickness, lubricant temperature, and lubricant vis-
cosity. A Reynolds equation solver was developed to determine the pressure dis-
tribution, in conjunction with the Roelands equation to find the viscosity increase
with pressure. The Winkler Mattress model was used to predict the elastic defor-
mation of the ball-bearing surface as a result of pressure, and the Hamrock-Dowson
empirical equation was used to determine the minimum elastohydrodynamic film
thickness at the edge of the contact. Finally, a Monte-Carlo simulation was con-
ducted to predict the wear rate as a result of the ratio of RMS surface roughness
over the lubricant oil film thickness, and an empirical exponential equation was
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TB SIM EXP DEV
44 1.9433 2.64 17.9
51 2.8774 3.36 41.8
59 4.631 4.14 74.5
67 7.627 4.84 71.3
Table 2.7: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (106 µm3) data as a function of bulk lubricant oil temperature (◦C)
TB for neat mineral oil (Fig. 2.16).
TB SIM EXP DEV
44 0.603 0.669 4.9
51 0.658 0.72 8.3
59 0.742 0.75 5.3
67 0.834 0.868 14.1
Table 2.8: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of bulk lubricant oil temper-
ature (◦C) TB for neat mineral oil (Fig. 2.17).
obtained from this numerical study.
A series of four-ball sliding contact tests were conducted to validate this numeri-
cal model. The simulated wear predictions reasonably matched experimental trends
resulting from variations in time, load, and temperature. Over time, the total wear
consistently increased, though the average wear rate would decrease with increas-
ing total wear, primarily due to the decreased friction heating density at the enlarged
area of contact. The wear was observed both experimentally and numerically to in-
crease with increasing load, as expected based on Archard’s Wear Equation. Finally,
as the temperature increased, the viscosity and thus lubricant film thickness would
decrease, resulting in an increase in wear; this was observed both numerically and
experimentally. With this experimentally validated numerical model, an engineer
can substitute extensive parametric four-ball sliding contact tests, which require ex-
pensive equipment and significant amounts of time, with cheap and straightforward
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parametric simulations; this will reduce the need for excessive experiments and











An effort was conducted to study and characterize the effects of diamond nanoparti-
cles as an additive to lubricating mineral oil. The tests were run for varying concen-
trations ranging from pure mineral oil to 0.01% weight-concentration of diamond
nanoparticles. The friction was measured throughout the tests, and the resulting
wear was measured with optical profilometry. It was observed that both the average
friction coefficient and the wear would decrease proportionally to the concentration
of diamond nanoparticles, and the 0.01% diamond nanoparticle weight concentra-
tions was observed to improve the tribological performance of lubricating mineral
oil. Chemical analysis of contacting surfaces showed no significant distinction from
the diamond nanoparticle mixture versus the pure mineral oil, while particle size
analysis demonstrated that the nanoparticles themselves remained intact (i.e., no
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breakup) in the contact interface. This helps to conclude that a mechanical and
not a chemical effect of the diamond nanoparticles helped to protect the metallic
surface from wear and improve the lubricating ability of the mineral oil.
3.2 Introduction
Nanometer (nm) scale particulates have garnered much recent interest as additives
to lubricants, and previous observations of diamond nanoparticles have been ob-
served in practice to improve the tribological functions of wear. The causes of this
improvement in friction and wear, however, are not well understood. To overcome
this, an experimental effort was conducted to characterize the wear and friction
reduction properties of varying concentrations of diamond nanoparticle additive.
After the four-ball sliding-contact tests were completed, a surface chemistry anal-
ysis was conducted on the samples in order to determine if a chemical reaction is
responsible for the wear reduction effects. It is hoped that by characterizing the
tribological improvements of varying concentrations that a better understanding of
the effects of diamond nanoparticles as a lubricant additive can be realized.
3.3 Methodology
Ultra-dispersed diamond (UDD) was obtained and heated for two hours in a 415 ◦C
tube furnace under flowing air to enhance carboxylic acid/anhydride functionalities
(ox-UDD) [121, 122]. De-aggregation of the UDD or the ox-UDD to disperse the
nanodiamond was accomplished using previously reported methods [122], utilizing
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), oleic acid, and octane.
The ox-UDD was dispersed in the chosen mineral oil solvent by an ultrasonic
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Figure 3.1: TEM images of 60 nm slices of nanocomposites with (a) UDD filler, and
(b) nanodiamond filler. (c) TEM image of 40 nm microtome of the vinyl ester com-
posite filled with 3.5% weight concentration nanodiamond-vinyltrimethoxysilane
(VTMS).
bath, using a Branson 3510 bench-top sonicator; the density of the neat mineral oil
was 869 kg/m3. The particle size analysis was performed using a Microtrac Nan-
otrac Ultra dynamic light scattering instrument. Surface studies of the nanodiamond
were conducted by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) on a Thermo
Mattson Satellite FTIR with samples prepared in potassium bromide pellets.
A 200-mL round bottom flask was charged with 2 grams of UDD, 2 grams of
oleic acid, and 63 grams of octane. The light-gray solution was placed in the ul-
trasonic bath for one hour. The solution was then subjected to a de-aggregation
treatment [122]. This solution of deaggregated nanodiamond, now black but trans-
parent, was combined with an appropriate amount of mineral oil and sonicated for
one additional hour. The solution was then placed in a rotary evaporator with an
80◦C water bath and approximately 725 mm-Hg of vacuum until the liquid con-
densation ceased. The final solution (Fig. 3.1) was a mineral-oil pre-blended with
0.01% weight concentration of the nanodiamond additive.
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) [123–125] measurements of the mixture were
collected prior to tribotesting, with the measurements showing the nano-particules
to the monodispersed with an average diameter of 55.7 nm (Fig. 3.2). Spectral
absorption measurements were also conducted, in comparison with the clear min-
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eral oil, and there was no measureable absorption for any wavelength greater than
43 nm; the smaller the particle the smaller the wavelength can propagate without
being absorbed by scattering on the dissolved particles. This measurement was sig-
nificantly larger than the original nanodiamond size of 5-10 nm, and may have been
caused by possible aggregation of the nano-particles as well as the added size from
the surfactant shell of oleic acid. Regardless, with this measured particle diameter,
an average of over 1.1 trillion nanodiamond particles per mL of mineral oil can
be assumed in the mineral oil. This is dramatically more particles than traditional
anti-wear additives; commerical Zinc Dialkyl Dithio Phosphate (ZDDP) particles,
for instance, often have a diameter of 1-5 µm [126], and thus 6 orders of magnitude
fewer particles for the same weight concentration.
Before the test commenced, the viscosity of the test oils (Fig. 3.3) were exper-
imentally measured in order to verify that any change in friction and wear was in
fact the result of the diamond nanoparticles, and not necessarily simply the result of
changing viscosities due to an increase in density. According to Einstein [99, 100],
when solids are mixed with a liquid, the dynamic viscosity µ (Pa-s) enhancement is
increased proportional to the volume concentration,
µ = µ0(1 + 2.5φ), (3.1)
where φ is the volume concentration of the solute. At 0.01% weight concentration,
according to Eqn. 3.1, the viscosity will only increase by less than 7·10−5, and
therefore no detectable viscosity increase is expected to be observed experimen-
tally. Both the pure mineral oil and the nanodiamond mixture were tested with a
Brookfield Lab viscosity meter utilizing an LV2 spindle spinning at 60 r/min. Af-
ter applying the proper factors, the base mineral oil was found to have (at 25 ◦C
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Figure 3.2: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) results for the nanodiamond particle
diameter, both before and after a four-ball test. The DLS measurement determined
both the deflection angle as well as the spectral absorption for a light propagating
through the nanodiamond solution.
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ambient temperature) a viscosity of 107.5 mPa·s. In contrast, the oil sample with
0.01% weight concentration of nanodiamond had a viscosity of 110.0 mPa·s at the
same ambient conditions, representing a negligibly small (2%) increase in viscos-
ity. These tests were repeated for different temperatures, ranging from an ambient
temperature of 25 ◦C to the experimental temperature of 75 ◦C, and the viscosities
remained fairly consistent, with an average error of 11.9%. At the test temperature
of 75 ◦C, it was observed that the nanodiamond solution had a reduction in viscosity
of 18.8%; therefore to ascertain that the reduced viscosity was not the cause of the
reduction in friction, an additional mineral oil test was conducted at 79 ◦C, to ensure
a lower viscosity. As expected, the friction increased significiantly, demonstrating
that the reduction in viscosity by the diamond nanoparticle solution was not the re-
sult of the lower viscosity at the test temperature. As a result of these studies, it can
be safely assumed that an observed decrease in wear and friction would in-fact be














Table 3.1: Experimental measurements of kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) as a function
of temperature T (◦C), for mineral oil MO and 0.01% diamond nanoparticle ND
weight concentration (Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Experimental measurements of viscosity as a function of temperature,
for (a) mineral oil and (b) 0.01% diamond nanoparticle weight concentration. Fig-
ure data in Table 3.1.
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The test that was conducted was the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) D-4172 Four-Ball Test [43]. Except for the diamond nanoparticle weight
concentration in the lubricant, all of the test parameters, including duration, load,
spindle speed, temperature, etc, were consistent for all the tests studied. In this
test, the lubricant was varied from standard mineral oil alone to the mineral oil
with 0.01% weight concentration of diamond nanoparticles; the concentration was
diluted by proportional blending of standard mineral oil.
The four-ball test was set to consistently run at 1200 r/min for 60 minutes, with
a load of 391 Newtons of force. The oil was set at a consistent temperature of
74 ◦C, and no test ever got above a maximum temperature of 77 ◦C. The four-ball
test was conducted with the standard mineral-oil, the 0.01% weight concentration of
nanodiamond, and mixtures of half, a quarter, and an eighth nanodiamond solution,
to give a nanodiamond weight concentration of 0%, 0.00125%, 0.0025%, 0.005%,
and 0.01%. Each test was conducted at least twice, and the base mineral-oil and
0.01% nanodiamond samples were tested at least four times. In all of the tests,
COF was recorded throughout the duration of the tests.
3.4 Results and Discussion
In each of the four-ball tests, the torque was recorded in real time throughout the
entire duration of the test; this torque data was used to calculate the COF between
the lubricated ball bearings. Tests that had excessive variation and/or an abnor-
mally high average COF were discarded. It was regularly observed that the COF
would gradually ramp up over the first 50-100 seconds (Fig. 3.4); the top ball
would reach the terminal speed of 1200 r/min in a fraction of this time. This phe-
nomenon occurred with all the lubricants, ranging from the straight mineral-oil to
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Figure 3.4: Time resolved measured COF throughout four-ball test, lubricated with
(a) mineral oil, (b) mineral oil with 0.0025% nanodiamond weight concentration,
and (c) mineral oil with 0.01% nanodiamond weight concentration.
the 0.01% weight nanodiamond solution, and is believed to be the result of tribo-
logical running-in between the ball bearings [10]. After this time, the frictional
torque reached a steady-state level, and was constant throughout the duration of the
test. The fluctuations in COF were noticeably greater for the pure mineral oil, as
compared to the nanodiamond mixtures. This was most likely due to the decreased







Table 3.2: Experimentally measured COF average µCOF and standard deviation
STD as a function of nanodiamond weight concentration χ (10−4); see Fig. 3.5.
An analysis of the average steady-state friction as a function of nanodiamond
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally measured COF as a function of nanodiamond weight
concentration. Diamonds represent the average, and error bars represent the stan-
dard deviation of the experimental data. Figure data in Table 3.2.
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concentration has demonstrated that the friction reduced proportionally with in-
creasing concentration of nanodiamond particles (Fig. 3.5). Pure mineral-oil tests
had an average COF of 0.02, whereas the 0.01% weight concentration of nanodi-
amond tests were reduced to less than a quarter of this friction. Increasing the
nanodiamond concentration reduced the COF to a rate in between the mineral-oil
and the 0.01% weight concentration. The only exception to this trend was between
the straight mineral-oil and the 0.00125% weight concentration; the slight addition
of nanodiamonds at first increased the friction. This increase was very small and
was observed only by averaging the tests; there were specific tests where straight
mineral-oil had more friction than the 0.00125% weight concentration nanodia-
mond. With a very low concentration of nanodiamond particles, it is plausible that
an uneven pattern of hard nanodiamond particles acted as further asperities on the
surface of the ball-bearings, and would explain this slight increase in the COF. Re-
gardless, it was very clear that a 0.01% nanodiamond weight concentration as an
additive to mineral oil clearly serves to reduce the friction when measured with a
four ball-test.
After the tests were completed, some samples were used for FTIR surface char-
acterizations (Fig. 3.6) on the wear scars (taking care to ensure the lubricating oil
remaining on the ball). Both the 0.01% weight nanodiamond sample as well as the
pure mineral-oil were studied. Comparing the FTIR spectras, it is observed that,
compared to the non-processed straight nanodiamond samples (Fig. 3.6-a), the sur-
face functionalization procedure (Fig. 3.6-b) is effective in increasing the presence
of C-H bonding on the surface of the nanoparticle. The absorbance peaks at 2850
and 2900 cm−1 for the surface functionalized nanodiamond are much stronger than
for the non-processed straight nanodiamond.
Again, these absorbance peaks associated with C-H chains is found in the min-
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Figure 3.6: FTIR spectra of (a) straight nanodiamond as received from the man-
ufacturer, (b) surface-functionalized nanodiamond during additive synthesis, (c)
mineral oil without nanodiamond additive after four-ball testing, and (d) mineral
oil containing dispersed nanodiamond particles after four-ball testing.
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eral oil sample (as expected). The plateaus observed for these samples near 3000
cm−1 is likely due to signal saturation. The peaks at 1380 and 1460 cm−1 are as-
signed to the methyl and methylene bonds, respectively. Comparison between the
spectra for (Fig. 3.6-c) and (Fig. 3.6-d), the samples of neat mineral oil without
and with the nanodiamond additive, respectively, does not indicate any observable
difference in the data. This is not unexpected when considering the extremely low
dosing of the nanoparticles and the surface-functionalization of the nanoparticles
closely matches the chemical structure of the mineral oil molecules.
In addition, the DLS measurements of the used mineral oil with the nanodia-
mond additive after a four-ball test was compared with pre-test solution (Fig. 3.2).
The data suggested a very slight decrease in average particle size after the four-
ball test; however, this change was too small to be considered a significant change.
This phenomenon was noticed in both the scattering angle as well as the spectral
absorption measurements.
Next, XPS measurements were conducted of the wear scars on the test samples
after a four-ball test with both the pure mineral oil and nanodiamond mixture, as
well as the surface of ball bearings that were never tested. The XPS results pro-
vide information of the chemical composition of the top surface (10 nm or less
deep), expressed as a function of chemical excitation energy. It was observed in
the wide surveying scans that both the nanodiamond mixture and pure mineral oil
have extremely similar chemical composition based on identical peak excitation
energy (Fig. 3.7) at 284.77 eV. This was solved using the Shirley background al-
gorithm [127] and XPSPEAK Version 4.1. In addition, it was clear that the largest
peaks for the surface compositions were around 284-286 eV, which is representa-
tive of carbon. Focusing the XPS data has demonstrated that there is very little
(<3%) embedded nanodiamond particles at the 285.2 eV sp2-carbon excitation en-
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Figure 3.7: Calculated peak from high-analysis study near the excitation energy of
carbon. Study includes both the wear scar after a mineral oil four-ball test (blue)
and the wear scar after the nanodiamond four-ball test (black). The peaks were
solved with the Shirley background function.
ergy [128, 129]. Because of this, it can be confirmed that any tribological changes
between the pure mineral oil versus the the nanodiamond mixture is a result of a
mechanical, and not a chemical, phenomenon.
Finally, after each test, all three ball-bearings were cleaned of oil and profiled
with an optical profilometer. The wear scar diameters were measured microscopi-
cally using the profilometer’s objective lenses (Fig. 3.8), in order to ensure a con-
sistent diameter for each of the three ball bearings. If the wear-scar diameters were
found to vary more than 40 µm from the average wear-scar diameter, the test was
discarded. A masking algorithm was then performed on the optical profilometer
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Results of the Zygo profile-meter after a 0.01% weight concentration
nanodiamond four-ball test, including (a) the microscopic image of the wear scar,
(b) the 3D measured profile; X and Z labels are in millimeters, colorbar represents
micrometers of wear.
data, in order to isolate the wear scar and determine the true material wear; the
wear of each individual ball-bearing was averaged for each test.
It was observed in the profilometer data that, just like with the friction coeffi-
cient, the average wear followed a trend of decreasing with an increase in nanodi-
amond concentration (Fig. 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11). The exception to this trend, also
in line with the friction analysis, was between pure mineral-oil and the 0.00125%
nanodiamond weight concentrations. The wear depth typically ranged from 6 to 18
µm, and while there was a lot of variation, the depth generally followed the trend







Table 3.3: Measured wear volume (106µm3) average V and standard deviation STD
as a function of nanodiamond weight concentration χ (10−4); see Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Measured profiles of wear scars, for (a) 0.01% nanodiamond weight
concentration, (b) 0.0025% nanodiamond weight concentration, and (c) neat min-
eral oil.
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Figure 3.10: Measured wear volume as a function of nanodiamond weight con-
centration. Diamonds represent the average, and error bars represent the standard
deviation of the experimental data. Figure data in Table 3.3.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.11: Experimental optical profilometer data of wear-scars for (a) neat
mineral oil, (b) 0.005% diamond nanoparticle solution, and (c) 0.01% diamond
nanoparticle solution.
The surface roughness (Fig. 3.12) was also analyzed after measurement with
the optical profilometer. The RMS roughness of the wear scar was found to be
0.4135 µm for the 0.01% nanodiamond sample, as compared to 0.5876 µm for the
base mineral oil. The surface roughness and standard deviation of the diluted (less
than 0.01% weight concentration) samples were significantly higher; the increased
surface roughness is possibly due to an increasingly uneven distribution of nan-
odiamond particles that may occur at lower concentrations. A two-tailed paired
Student’s T-test was performed on the data, and it can be concluded with a con-
fidence of 98.68% that the 0.01% nanodiamond weight concentration reduced the







Table 3.4: RMS Surface Roughness (m) average σ and standard deviation STD of
wear scars as a function of nanodiamond weight concentration χ (10−4); see Fig.
3.12.
Additional T-tests were conducted to compare the differences in COF and wear
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Figure 3.12: RMS Surface Roughness of wear scars. Clear bars represent aver-
age roughness, whereas error bars represent standard deviation of roughness, as a
function of nanodiamond weight concentration. Figure data in Table 3.4.
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between the 0.01% weight nanodiamond test-results compared to the base mineral-
oil test-results. By counting the average wear of each four-ball test, and not nec-
essarily the wear of each individual ball bearing, it was determined with over 99%
confidence that the 0.01% nanodiamond weight concentration will in fact reduce
COF and material wear. This four-ball study has demonstrated the practical ben-
efits of using nanodiamond particles as an additive to lubricating mineral oil, as it
was observed to reduce the friction, reduce the material wear, and improve overall
tribological properties.
3.5 Conclusion
The study has demonstrated with statistical confidence that the nanodiamond par-
ticles as an additive to mineral oil can reduce wear and friction in the presence
of sliding contact. Increasing the concentration of nanodiamond particles demon-
strated a proportional improvement in tribological performance. This is believed
to be a mechanical, and not a chemical, phenomenon; the average lubricant oil
temperatures never exceeded 77◦C, so rehybridization is not expected; and XPS
measurements of the wear scars demonstrated that there were no chemical distinc-
tions between tests with both pure mineral oil and the nanodiamond mixture. This
experimental study demonstrated that nanodiamond additive may offer improved








OF THE THERMAL EFFECTS OF
DIAMOND NANOPARTICLES
4.1 Chapter Abstract
An effort was made to study and characterize the tribological characteristics of di-
amond nanoparticles as compared to neat mineral oil in the presence of sliding
contact typically observed in the standard ASTM D4172 four-ball test. Four-ball
tests were conducted with a solution of diamond nanoparticles and mineral-oil, both
at varying run times and bulk-oil temperatures, and a consistent reduction in wear
rates was observed. Numerical simulations were performed; it was observed that
by enhancing the thermal conductivity of the lubricant, the wear reduction rate was
observed to match the diamond nanoparticles solution results remarkably. This ef-
fort provides evidence that this additive wear reduction is in-part caused by reduced
lubricant temperatures due to the enhanced conductivity of diamond.
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4.2 Introduction
In the preceding chapters, both a novel numerical model was developed and exper-
imentally verified in order to simulate the sliding contact observed in a four-ball
test; afterwards the effects of various concentrations of diamond nanoparticles as
an additive to lubricant mineral oil were studied. This chapter is a cumulation of
these two efforts, where the numerical model is used in conjunction with the dia-
mond nanoparticle experimental data, in order to better ascertain the causes of the
wear reduction properties. In addition to the concentration studies, four-ball studies
with varying times and lubricant temperatures are conducted with the same 0.01%
diamond nanoparticle solution fabricated in Section 3.3. With the extensive exper-
imental data and the enhanced numerical analysis, a better understanding of the
causes of wear reduction from the nanoparticle additive can be developed.
4.3 Modeling Diamond Nanoparticles
In the case of the nanoparticles fabricated in this effort [1, 122], Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS) measurements have demonstrated that the average particle diam-
eter to be approximately 55.7 nm both before and after a four-ball test. This is
significantly larger than the original diamond nanoparticles, and the increase has
occurred because of an orbiting shell of the dispersant materials used in the fabrica-
tion process. Because the average RMS surface roughness of a pre-test ball bearing
specimen was only 100 nm, it is not believed that the wear reduction is caused
by merely filling in the voids caused by surface asperities. In addition, with this
nanoparticle diameter and a diamond nanoparticle weight concentration of 0.01%,
assuming a 1 µm oil film thickness (in practice even smaller) and the most evenly
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spread distribution of particles on the surface, only 0.0691% of the area of contact
would be coated with diamond nanoparticles; this weight concentration has been
verified at significantly reducing the wear rates [1]. For this reason, this effort will
focus on thermal effects and how temperature reduction for the enhanced lubricant
thermal conductivity might be a significant cause for the reduction of wear by these
diamond nanoparticles.
In order to better ascertain the causes of the reduction in wear due to diamond
nanoparticles, this effort will seek to numerically simulate a four-ball test, and mod-
ify the model parameters to accurately reflect the enhancement in thermal conduc-
tivity of the lubricant oil as a result of the highly-conductive nanoparticle solution.
This can help to better ascertain the causes of wear reduction, and help to develop
an approach to numerical modeling and simulations of wear in the presence of ther-
mally conductive nanoparticles in sliding contact.
In order to realize the elastohydrodynamic film thickness, it is necessary to de-
termine the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant. The viscosity of the lubricant, how-
ever, is affected by temperature [83, 91, 98–100], as hotter oils are inherently less
viscous. A reduction in viscosity results in a reduced minimum film thickness [18],
but this reduced film thickness results in a cooler oil film [82], as there is less ther-
mal resistance from the center of the oil film to the surface of the ball bearing. As
a result of this contradiction, it is necessary to use iteration in order to converge on
a realistic lubricant oil temperature and viscosity, so that a minimum film thickness
can be determined.
The first step is to calculate the flash temperature heating of the surface of the
ball bearing. The dimensionless Peclet number [20, 82] from Eqn. 2.24 is first
calculated. Once the dimensionless Peclet number L is known, one can calculate
the average flash temperature [102–105], which is defined as the temperature that
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results from the high-pressure and friction heating, using the predictive analytical
equation (Eqn. 2.26) used by this model for average flash temperature, which can
vary with Peclet number [20,82]. Once the surface temperature is known, the aver-
age lubricant oil temperature can be found with Eqn. 2.37, which applies to circular
contacts, and it was derived by Archard in 1958 [82] in order to match experimental
studies conducted by Crook [108].
The lubricant temperature can be used to calculate the average viscosity [20,
83], utilizing Eqn. 2.38. To find the coefficients of this equation, it is necessary
to measure the kinematic viscosity at two temperature points, and calculating the
experimental Z-value with Eqn. 2.39, and then obtaining the viscosity coefficients
with Eqn. 2.40. Once the kinematic viscosity at the temperature of interest is
determined, the dynamic viscosity can easily be calculated with Eqn. 2.41 [109],
and this value can be used to calculate the minimum and central film thickness using
the Hamrock-Dowson [18] empirical equations (Eqn. 2.18 and 2.19).
According to Eqn. 2.37, it is clear that the oil temperature increase is linearly
proportional to the film thickness; while Eqn. 2.18 shows how a decrease in viscos-
ity (such as from an increase in temperature) would reduce the film thickness. For
this reason, iteration is needed to converge on a final lubricant temperature, viscos-
ity, and minimum film thickness. An average film thickness is guessed with Eqn.
2.19, and the predicted temperature increase is calculated with Eqn. 2.37, which is
used for the predicted viscosity (Eqn. 2.38). This iterative loops repeats itself until
it converges at a final value for the lubricant oil temperature and viscosity, which is
used in Eqn. 2.18 [18] for the minimum film thickness value, which is necessary
for the Reynolds equation solver [84–96] in Section 2.5 in order to find the full
film-thickness function, and predict the wear rate.
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4.4 Temperature Modeling of Conductivity
By looking at Eqn. 2.37, it is clear that the temperature rise from friction heating at
the area of contact is inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity klub of the
lubricant. Neat mineral oil inherently is a thermal insulator, with a low thermal con-
ductivity of approximately 0.14 W/m·◦C [101]. Diamond, however, is one of the
most thermally conductive materials on earth [66–68]; and conductivities of 2190
W/m·◦C can be expected for natural diamond [69]. Much like graphite can be used
as an additive to paraffin oil to enhance the thermal conductivity [63–65], it can be
expected that an addition of diamond to mineral oil will enhance the lubricant ther-
mal conductivity. It has been observed experimentally that the thermal conductivity
of a liquid-liquid mixture is proportional to the mass concentration [72],
ksolution = (1− χ)·ksolvent + χ·ksolute, (4.1)
where ksolute, ksolvent, and ksolution are the effective thermal conductivities (W/m·◦C)
of the solute, solvent, and solution of a liquid-liquid mixture with a solute mass ratio
of χ. With a 0.01% weight concentration of diamond nanoparticles, if the additive
were treated as a liquid, the effective thermal conductivity of the lubricant solution
can be predicted to rise to 0.359 (W/m·◦C), an increase of over 150%.
For a liquid-solid particle mixture, however, the thermal conductivity enhance-
ment is substantially less than liquid-liquid. While there are several equations for













where φ is the volume fraction. With a weight concentration of 0.01%, which leads
to a volume concentration of 2.566·10−5, a thermal conductivity increase of only
(1 + 7.696·10−5)·koil is expected; effectively a negligible increase.
For nanometer scale particles, however, higher thermal conductivity enhance-
ments significantly higher than the Maxwell-Carnot predicted rate were observed,
both for aluminum and copper oxide nanoparticles [73], and even for diamond
nanoparticles [70, 71]. At the nanometer scale, several phenomenons are expected
to occur [74–81], such as Brownian Motion, where the nanoparticles experience
random motion after collisions and interactions with the molecules of the lubricant
oil solvent.
The thermal conductivity was observed for several weight concentrations, in-
cluding 0.01%, and the conductivity enhancement was found to follow an Arrhenius-
like temperature dependence,







where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38·10−23 Joules / Kelvin), E ′A (Joules) is
the activation energy, TB is the bulk lubricant temperature (must be in Kelvin), and
K0 is an experimentally realized constant. For 0.01% weight concentration, the
activation energy was measured to be E ′A = −41·10−21 (Joules), and the constant
was fitted to be K0 = 9·104.
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Figure 4.1: Lubricant thermal conductivity (W/m·◦C) for 0.01% weight concentra-









Table 4.1: Lubricant thermal conductivity klub (W/m·◦C) for 0.01% weight concen-
tration of mineral oil, as a function of temperature T (◦C); see Fig. 4.1.
Part of this effort will focus on the effects of varying concentrations of diamond
nanoparticles; all of the concentrations tested were fabricated by mixing propor-
tional ratios of neat mineral oil with the 0.01% sample fabricated as described in
Section 3.3. In order to determine the conductivity of a specified concentration,
the model first finds the thermal conductivity for 0.01% weight concentration of
diamond nanoparticle additive using Eqn. 4.3. Next, the thermal conductivity is
balanced with the mixed lubricant mass ratio (Eqn. 4.1); it is valid as two liquids,
the neat mineral oil and the 0.01% solution, are in fact mixed together for the final
lubricant. The final thermal conductivity can thus be easily found,









where klub (W/m·◦C) is the effective lubricant thermal conductivity, koil (W/m·◦C)
is the thermal conductivity of the neat mineral oil free of any diamond nanoparticle
additives, and χ is the dimensionless mass concentration of the diamond nanopar-
ticles.
Wear occurs when a random asperity exceeds both the film thickness height
plus the yield length from Eqn. 2.73. This can be characterized as the dimension-
less λW -value (Eqn. 2.74), and this parameter is proportional to the wear according
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to Archard’s Wear Eqn. 1.3 [15]. Wear would occur whenever a random asperity
exceeds a certain λW -value, which represents the ratio of roughness standard de-
viations that contact occurs. The lower the λW -value, the higher the probability
of an asperity exceeding this film thickness height, and thus the more wear would
occur. A prior Monte Carlo study has yielded Eqn. 2.76 and 2.78, a straightforward
function for the transient wear rate V̇ (m3/s) as a function of λW .
It is apparent from Eqn. 2.76 that the larger the value of λW , the less wear can
be expected. As λW is directly proportional to the film thickness (Eqn. 2.74), it
stands that the thicker the lubricant film, the less wear will occur; this is also repre-
sented in the variation of Archards Eqn. 1.3. One way to increase the film thickness
at the region of contact is to reduce the temperature of the oil, which results in a
viscosity increase that also increases the minimum (Eqn. 2.18) and central (Eqn.
2.19) film thickness, thus reducing wear. As an increase in thermal conductivity
inverse proportionally reduces the average temperature increase of the film thick-
ness (Eqn. 2.37), increasing the diamond nanoparticle concentration is expected
to reduce the lubricant temperature, increase the viscosity and film thickness, and
reduce the wear (Fig. 4.2).
A parametric numerical study was conducted of four-ball sliding-contact tests,
at the standard [43] parameters of a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 74◦C, a run-
time of 3600 seconds, and a load of 391 Newtons. The effective lubricant thermal
conductivity was adjusted to the mass ratio’s (Eqn. 4.4) of the neat mineral oil and
the diamond nanoparticle solution. The parametric study was run from no additive
up to 0.01% weight concentration, and the results remarkably match the previously




Figure 4.2: Simulation wear scar profiles after 3600 seconds of sliding contact for
neat mineral oil at (a) T = 25◦C, (b) T = 51◦C, and (c) T = 59◦C; and for 0.01%
diamond nanoparticles solution at (d) T = 25◦C, (e) T = 51◦C, and (f) T = 59◦C.
Color-bar represents the wear depth in µm.
4.5 Experiment
A series of four-ball [43] sliding contact tests were conducted with both neat min-
eral oil and diamond nanoparticles solution to experimentally characterize the wear
over varying temperatures and lengths of time. The four-ball tests were set to con-
sistently run at 1200 r/min, ramped up with an angular acceleration of 100 r/min
per second, and with a consistent load of 391 Newtons of force. Two series of tests
were conducted, the first in time variation and the second in temperature variation.
For the first series of tests, the run time for each test was varied for different times
to characterize the evolution of the wear; run-times used include 10, 60, 120, 300,
1800, and 3600 seconds after the test speed of 1200 r/min was reached. Throughout
the time-variation experimental tests, the lubricating oil, both with and without the
diamond nanoparticles, was set at a consistent temperature of both 51◦C and 59◦C;
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Figure 4.3: Experimental [1] and numerical wear (µm3) data as a function of dia-
mond nanoparticle weight concentration. Diamonds represent the average experi-
mental wear, and error bars represent the experimental standard deviation. Figure
data in Table 4.2.
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χ SIM EXP STD
0.0 2.17 2.1608 41.7
0.25 1.84 1.7617 22.7
0.5 1.66 1.5833 38.5
1.0 1.43 1.248 24.9
Table 4.2: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % standard devia-
tion STD [1] wear (106 µm3) data as a function of diamond nanoparticle weight
concentration χ (10−4); see Fig. 4.3.
PID controllers and convection fans were used to maintain the temperature in the
presence of flash heating. The second series of tests were all conducted at the full
run-time of 3600 seconds, but with a variation of the bulk oil temperature at 44◦C,
51◦C, 59◦C, and 67◦C. Finally, every test was completed twice under identical cir-
cumstances, to ensure repeatability of the results.
4.6 Results
The numerical model, which was verified to work with neat mineral oil, was per-
formed with the enhanced thermal conductivity of the nanoparticle solution, and
the simulation results were found to match the diamond nanoparticles experimental
data remarkably for both the wear volume (Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.3) and the wear
scar diameter (Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.4). At all four temperature points (44◦C, 51◦C,
59◦C, and 67◦C), the predicted average wear rate from the numerical model con-
sistently fell within the experimental variation (represented by the error bars) of the
diamond nanoparticles four-ball tests. The experimental data had an average wear
reduction of 35.76% (Fig. 4.6-a); the numerical simulations matched this trend
(Fig. 4.6-b). This profound reduction in wear is visibly noticeable in the wear scar
profile comparison in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental and numerical results of wear studies as a function of
bulk lubricant oil temperatures ranging from T = 44◦C to 67◦C, for 0.01% diamond
nanoparticles solution. Diamonds represent the experimental average wear, while
error bars represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars)
experimental variation of the wear observed between all six samples (two repeating
tests with three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental and numerical results of wear scar diameter (mm) studies
as a function of bulk lubricant oil temperatures ranging from T = 44◦C to 67◦C,
for 0.01% diamond nanoparticles solution. Diamonds represent the experimental
average wear scar diameter, while error bars represent the average (thick error bars)
and maximum (thin error bars) experimental variation of the wear scar diameter
observed between all six samples (two repeating tests with three ball bearings each).
Figure data in Table 4.4.
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TB SIM EXP DEV
44 1.5311 1.83 66.2
51 2.0685 1.97 37.6
59 2.8861 2.59 47.6
67 4.1893 3.27 27.1
Table 4.3: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (103 µm6) data as a function of bulk lubricant oil temperature (◦C)
TB for 0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution (Fig. 4.4).
TB SIM EXP DEV
44 0.566 0.612 11.9
51 0.603 0.576 10.3
59 0.658 0.664 17.1
67 0.723 0.702 6
Table 4.4: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of bulk lubricant oil temper-
ature (◦C) TB for 0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution (Fig. 4.5).
The second phase of this experimental effort was to conduct wear evolution
studies of the diamond nanoparticles solution, where four-ball tests were conducted
for varying lengths of time. A series of run times ranging from 10 seconds to a full
hour were conducted at both T = 51◦C (Fig. 4.7 and Table 4.5) and T = 59◦C (Fig.
4.9 and Table 4.7), and the numerical simulations of the 0.01% diamond nanoparti-
cle weight concentration accurately reflected the experimental data. This numerical
model was previously validated experimentally with wear evolution simulations of
neat mineral oil. In addition to the wear volume, the experimental wear scar diam-
eters were also found to match the numerical results closely, for bulk lubricant oil
temperatures of both of 51◦C (Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.6) and 59◦C (Fig. 4.10 and Table
4.8). The close matches of this numerical model with nanoparticle-enhanced lubri-
cant thermal conductivity provides further validation of using the thermal material
properties of diamond to model the wear reducing tribological effects of diamond
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) Experimental and (b) numerical results of wear studies as a function
of bulk lubricant oil temperatures ranging from T = 44◦C to 67◦C, for both neat
mineral oil and 0.01% diamond nanoparticles solution. Experimental error bars
represent the standard deviation.
nanoparticles as an additives to lubricating mineral oil.
t SIM EXP DEV
10 34 6 109.8
60 235 61 85
120 362 115 46.8
300 612 268 24.4
1800 1655 1660 23.2
3600 2467 2590 47.6
Table 4.5: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (103 µm3) data as a function of time (seconds) t for 0.01% diamond
nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 51◦C (Fig. 4.7).
4.7 Conclusion
This effort has managed to successfully collect four-ball experimental tests of min-
eral oil with an additive of diamond nanoparticles that has been demonstrated to
reduce wear [1]. The experimental effort included both variating the lubricating
oil bulk temperature over trials of 3600 seconds, as well as varying the run-times
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Figure 4.7: Experimental and numerical results of wear evolution studies of di-
amond nanoparticle solution, at a constant bulk lubricant oil temperature of T =
51◦C. Figure data in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Wear scar diameter (mm) experimental data and matching simulation
results, for 0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature
of T = 51◦C. Diamonds represent the experimental average wear, while error bars
represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars) experimental
variation of the wear observed between all six samples (two repeating tests with
three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental and numerical results of wear evolution studies of di-
amond nanoparticle solution, at a constant bulk lubricant oil temperature of T =
59◦C. Figure data in Table 4.7.
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Figure 4.10: Wear scar diameter (mm) experimental data and matching simulation
results, for 0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature
of T = 59◦C. Diamonds represent the experimental average wear, while error bars
represent the average (thick error bars) and maximum (thin error bars) experimental
variation of the wear observed between all six samples (two repeating tests with
three ball bearings each). Figure data in Table 4.8.
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t SIM EXP DEV
60 0.369 0.36 9.8
120 0.397 0.39 11.2
300 0.453 0.43 14.3
1800 0.578 0.61 30.3
3600 0.634 0.664 17.1
Table 4.6: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of time (seconds) t for 0.01%
diamond nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 51◦C (Fig. 4.8).
t SIM EXP DEV
10 69 14 295.8
60 312 57 78.9
120 468 82 106.5
300 789 279 22.3
1800 2206 1460 27.6
3600 3613 2590 23.6
Table 4.7: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum devia-
tion DEV wear (103 µm3) data as a function of time (seconds) t for 0.01% diamond
nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 59◦C (Fig. 4.9).
for consistent T = 51◦C and T = 59◦C lubricant temperature studies. At every data
point, the diamond nanoparticles solution was found to have reduced wear com-
pared to the neat mineral oil.
A numerical model was developed, and this model has been verified to nu-
merically simulate the wear that occurs in four-ball tests with neat mineral oil,
both in time and with fluctuating temperatures. Previous investigations of dia-
mond nanoparticles have suggested that the reduction in wear is not the result of
any chemical effects [1, 21], and prior DLS measurements of these nanoparticles
both before and after a four-ball test have concluded that the dispersant shell that
surrounds the diamond makes the nanoparticles too large to significantly fill up
the voids caused by asperities, reduce the surface roughness, or cover the surface
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t SIM EXP DEV
60 0.39 0.36 12.8
120 0.425 0.38 12.2
300 0.481 0.43 15.6
1800 0.62 0.59 30.3
3600 0.697 0.66 16.7
Table 4.8: Numerical SIM and experimental average EXP and % maximum de-
viation DEV wear scar diameter (mm) data as a function of time (seconds) t for
0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution at a bulk lubricant oil temperature of 59◦C
(Fig. 4.10).
sufficiently to convert the contact from sliding to rolling. For this reason, the ef-
fort focused on the enhanced lubricant thermal conductivities due to the diamond
nanoparticles.
This effort has demonstrated that by increasing the thermal conductivity of the
lubricant, the lubricant temperature can expect to decrease, which results in an in-
crease in lubricant viscosity. Based on theories of elastohydrodynamic lubrication,
this increase in viscosity serves to increase the lubricant film thickness (Eqn. 2.18
and 2.19), and from Archard’s equation on wear (Eqn. 1.3) the increasing film
thickness serves to better protect random surface asperities and reduce wear. This
numerical model of the wear with the enhanced lubricant thermal conductivity due
to the diamond additive has consistently matched the experimental results within
the range of experimental variation. This close correlation serves to strengthen the
voracity of this theory, which may be used for future modeling of different nanopar-







A series of four-ball sliding contact experiments were conducted for both neat min-
eral oil and oil with the diamond nanoparticle solution. This experimental effort
utilized highly polished test-grade ball-bearings under a consistent load, speed, and
temperature. Throughout the effort, experiments were conducted with varying tem-
perature, time of contact, and diamond nanoparticle concentration. It was observed
that increasing the average lubricant oil temperature increases the wear. This is ex-
pected as the temperature will decrease the viscosity of the lubricant, resulting in a
thinner lubricant film thickness; the thicker the film, the less wear is anticipated. It
was observed in this temperature study that the wear reduction was consistent and
uniform reduction in wear with the 0.01% weight concentration nanoparticle addi-
tive was achieved. Second, at a consistent temperature it was observed that varying
the nanoparticle concentration has a direct effect on proportionally reducing the
wear. Finally, the time-varying studies were conducted from run-times ranging
from 10 seconds to a full hour, and it was observed that increasing the time has
both increased the wear (as expected), and also reduced the overall wear rate (total
wear over time).
After these experimental tests were conducted, the chemical properties of the
worn ball-bearing surfaces were characterized with X-Ray Photoelectric Spectroscopy,
and no chemical changes were observed from the nanoparticle study, ruling out a
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chemical phenomenon such as rehybridization of the carbon. In addition, with a
weight concentration of 0.01%, at the optimal conditions less than 0.07% of the
surface would be covered, which rules out a mechanical effect, such as the small
particles converting the contact from sliding to rolling. For this reason, thermal ef-
fects are investigated, as the conductivity of the diamond is far greater than that of
the oil, and temperature has been observed to directly effect the lubricant viscosity
and the wear rate.
In addition to the experimental effort, a novel numerical model was developed
to replicate the experimental results and provide clarification to the causes of the ob-
served experimental trends. In this model, many tribological parameters required
iteration until a final convergence was achieved for each time step. Iteration was
needed to find the pressure that was solved with the Reynolds equation, and then
a second iterative loop was needed to realize the elastic deformation of the ball-
bearing with the Winkler Mattress model. In addition, iteration of the oil film tem-
perature had to be performed, as a thicker oil film will inherently be hotter due to
an increased thermal resistance from the center of the ball-bearing to the surface.
A hotter film, however, would become less viscous, which would have the effect
of reducing the film thickness. A careful balance of iteration and convergence is
necessary at every time-step to keep the simulation realistic and avoid numerical
errors.
Another aspect of the model was determining the rate of wear as a result of
the lubricant film thickness profile, as wear occurs when random asperities exceed
the oil film thickness. To properly model the wear, Monte Carlo simulations were
conducted in order to determine the probability that an asperity of a given height
will come into contact with the opposing surface, and what wear can be expected
after a given amount of sliding contact. This data was curve fitted to an exponential
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function, and it was used to determine the ratio of wear expected for a given film-
thickness to surface roughness ratio.
Finally, to model the diamond nanoparticle additive, the viscosity remained un-
changed (which was both theoretically expected and experimentally observed), and
the thermal conductivity was increased due to the significantly (3 orders of magni-
tude) greater conductivity of the diamond versus neat mineral oil. It was previously
reported that mixing a highly conductive material such as carbon or diamonds into
a thermal insulator like lubricant mineral oil can serve to increase the thermal con-
ductivity of the solution. For this reason, this effect will be modeled to compare the
neat mineral oil with the diamond nanoparticle solution.
The numerical model managed to match the experimental data, both in time,
temperature dependence, and load. Increasing the concentration of nanoparticles,
thus increasing the conductivity, would result in a decrease in film temperature,
which results in an increase in viscosity, which serves to increase the minimum film
thickness. With an increase in film thickness, there is a reduced likelihood of ran-
dom asperities coming into contact with the opposing surfaces, and thus a reduction
in wear. Based on the close matching of the numerical model to the experimental
data, it is a conclusion of this thesis that the thermal conductivity enhancement of
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• V (m3), total wear
• V̇ (m3/s), wear rate
• P (Pa), pressure
• S (m), total distance of sliding contact
• U (m/s), velocity of sliding contact (Eqn. 2.23)
• σ (m), RMS surface roughness
• h (m), oil thickness (Eqn. 2.1)
• Findent (m), the profile function of the ball bearing (Eqn. 2.2)
• Vy (m), wear profile depth
• δe (m), elastic deflection of ball bearing (Eqn. 2.5)
• hmin (m), minimum lubricant thickness (Eqn. 2.18)
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• Un, dimensionless speed parameter (Eqn. 2.20)
• Gn, dimensionless material parameter (Eqn. 2.21)
• Wn, dimensionless load parameter (Eqn. 2.22)
• R (m), radius of ball bearing
• Kh (Pa/m), Winkler Mattress Coefficient (Eqn. 2.6)
• E (Pa), Young’s Modulus
• p, Poisson’s Ratio
• R’ (m), reduced radius (Eqn. 2.7 and 2.9)
• E’ (Pa), reduced Young’s modulus (Eqn. 2.8 and 2.10)
• aHertz (m), radius of Hertzian elastic contact area (Eqn. 2.11)
• a (m), radius of contact area
• PHertz (Pa), Hertzian pressure (Eqn. 2.12 and 2.14)
• δHertz (m), Hertzian deflection (Eqn. 2.13)
• x, y, and z (m), dimensions defined in Fig. 2.1
• r (m), radial distance from a given point to the center (Eqn. 2.15)
• ∆x (m), the distance increment of each finite-difference node
• ν0 (mm2/s), kinematic viscosity at atmospheric pressure
• νP (mm2/s), kinematic viscosity under high contact pressure (Eqn. 2.16)
• µ (Pa-s), dynamic viscosity (Eqn. 2.41)
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• L, Peclet number (Eqn. 2.24)
• αP (Pa−1), pressure-viscosity coefficient (Eqn. 2.17)
• κellipse, the wear scar ellipticity
• αbb (m2/s), thermal diffusivity of ball bearing material (Eqn. 2.25)
• αlub (m2/s), thermal diffusivity of lubricant oil (Eqn. 2.28)
• kbb (W/m·◦C), thermal conductivity of ball bearing material
• koil (W/m·◦C), thermal conductivity of the additives-free neat mineral oil
• kdiamond (W/m·◦C), thermal conductivity of diamond
• klub (W/m·◦C), thermal conductivity of lubricant oil
• kB = 1.38·10−23 Joules / Kelvin, Boltzmann constant
• E ′A (Joules), activation energy for Eqn. 4.3 and 4.4
• K0, coefficient for Eqn. 4.3 and 4.4
• ksolute, ksolvent, and ksolution (W/m·◦C), the effective thermal conductivities of
the solute, solvent, and solution of a mixture
• χ, is the diamond nanoparticle weight concentration
• φ, is the diamond nanoparticle volume concentration
• CP,bb (J/kg·◦C), specific heat of ball bearing material
• CP,lub (J/kg·◦C), specific heat of lubricant oil
• ρbb (kg/m3), density of ball bearing material
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• ρlub (kg/m3), density of lubricant oil
• ΩRPM (r/min), rotational speed of four-ball test
• W (Newtons), load
• µCOF , Coefficient of Friction (Estimated in Eqn. B.4)
• ∆TF (◦C), friction temperature increase at the surface (Eqn. 2.26)
• tss (s), time for flash temperature heating to settle (Eqn. 2.29)
• Tsurface (◦C), the temperature at the surfaces of the ball bearings (Eqn. 2.32)
• TB (◦C), the bulk lubricant oil temperature
• TL(y) (◦C), temperature profile of the lubricant film (Eqn. 2.31)
• TL (◦C), average temperature of the lubricant film (Eqn. 2.33 and 2.37)
• Qlub (Watts), power from friction forces into lubricant film (Eqn. 2.34)
• Vlub (m3), volume of lubricant over area of contact (Eqn. 2.35)
• qv (Watts/m3), power per unit volume into lubricant (Eqn. 2.36)
• Ẑ, reduced viscosity interpolation coefficient (Eqn. 2.38)
• Z, viscosity interpolation coefficient (Eqn. 2.39)
• A amd B, viscosity interpolation coefficients (Eqn. 2.40)
• hc (m), film thickness where dP/dx = 0 (Eqn. 2.19 and 2.47)
• Ux and Uz (m/s), flow in x and z direction, (Eqn. 2.42)
• Ei, Wi, Si, Ni, ai, discrete pressure relationship values (Eqn. 2.56-2.60)
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• Bi, right-hand side of discrete Reynolds relationship values (Eqn. 2.61)
• q (Pa), Grubin normalized pressure (Eqn. 2.62)
• α∗PP , Roelands Pressure-Viscosity exponential increase (Eqn. 2.66)
• Zr, Roelands equation parameter (Eqn. 2.67)
• S0, Roelands equation parameter (Eqn. 2.68)
• βµ (◦C−1), Viscosity-Temperature exponential coefficient (Eqn. 2.69)
• P̂i,j (Pa), discrete guess for the pressure, for iterative solver (Eqn. 2.70)
• γ (m), length of individual asperities
• γ̄ (m), mean value of all asperities within the wear scar
• Na, number of finite difference points within the wear scar
• WP (m), yield / plasticity length (Eqn. 2.73)
• Gyield (Pa), shear yield strength of ball-bearing material
• λW , ratio of wear height over RMS asperities (Eqn. 2.74)
• VN , normalized wear rate (Eqn. 2.76)
• N, total number of Monte Carlo trials performed (N = 109)
• H (Pa), ball bearing material hardness
• f, definition of a function
• θ (radians), trigonometric angle for ball-bearing indentation function
• nArchard, Archard’s coefficient for Eqn. 1.3
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• Kwear, wear coefficient for Eqn. 1.3
• AN , fraction of surface area that exceeds film thickness (Eqn. B.1)
• Awear (m2), surface area that exceeds film thickness (Eqn. B.2)
• Fwear (Newtons), tangential friction force from material wear (Eqn. B.3)
• (m), the dimension of length, typically meters




An effort was conducted to determine if the numerical model can be used to predict
the coefficient of friction (COF). The COF is extremely difficult to accurately pre-
dict, as it is dependent on many properties, including but not limited to the wear, the
shear yield stress, the fluid shear stress, elastohydrodynamic effects, and pressure-
viscosity effects [20]. In all of the simulations throughout this thesis, a consistent
COF value of µCOF = 0.1 was used to calculate the rate of friction heating (Eqn.
2.34, 2.36, and 2.37); this value has roughly been the average friction coefficient
for all of the experimental trials (Fig. B.2).
When the Monte Carlo simulations ran (Fig. 2.5 and 2.6) to find the normalized
volume as a function of λW (Eqn. 2.76), the study also kept track of the quantity of
asperities that came into wear contact. This quantity could be divided by the total
number of random asperities, in order to find the ratio of surface area that comes
into contact with the opposing surface AN (Fig. B.2). The empirical Monte Carlo






Figure B.1: Average experimental friction data as a function of temperature (◦C),
for a consistent contact time of 3600 seconds and a load of 391 Newtons.
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where AN is the ratio of surface area in contact with the opposing surface over the
total surface area. This ratio can be used to estimate the coefficient of friction as a
result of shear stress from the wear,
Awear = ∆x
2AN , (B.2)





where Gyield (Pa) is the ultimate yield stress, Awear (m2) is the area of surface
asperities in direct physical contact with the opposing surface, ∆x2 (m2) is the total
area of contact, Fwear (Newtons) is the tangential shear stress resulting from the
wear, W (Newtons) is the total load, and µCOF is the dimensionless coefficient of
friction from the wear.
Throughout the simulations, the wear force Fwear was calculated at every time-
step. A profile of contact area ratio AN was calculated using Eqn. B.1 from the
calculated λW function obtained from the film thickness profile achieved with the
Reynolds equation solver. The total surface asperities area in contact Awear (m2)
was easily obtained from AN with Eqn. B.2. A wear force for each finite difference
node was calculated (Eqn. B.3), and the summation of all of these forces were used
to calculate the wear COF (Eqn. B.4). While rough trends were achieved, due to
the highly random nature of friction, it is difficult to accurately model the friction,
as observed by the discrepancies in Fig. B.3.
While an accurate prediction of the friction proved to be difficult, nevertheless
trends were observed. For example, with neat mineral oil it was observed both ex-
perimentally (Fig. B.2) and numerically (Fig. B.4) that the friction would increase
with increased temperatures (and wear). In addition, it was experimentally observed
133
Figure B.2: Monte Carlo data of the probability of surface area coming into wear
contact AN as a function of λW .
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Figure B.3: Experimental and numerical coefficient of friction data, as a function
of time, for a bulk lubricant temperature of T = 59◦C.
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Figure B.4: Numerical friction data as a function of bulk lubricant temperature (◦C),
both for neat mineral oil and 0.01% diamond nanoparticle solution.
that the 0.01% weight concentration of diamond nanoparticle solution would reduce
the COF [1], and this was observed in the numerical simulations (Fig. B.4 and B.5);
however, unlike the predicted simulations, the experimental friction decreased very
slightly with increasing temperatures. This discrepancy highlights the difficulties
in accurately simulated the friction during sliding contact.
Finally, it was clearly observed (Fig 3.4) that with increasing diamond nanopar-
ticle concentration, there would be a decrease in the fluctuation of the COF in
time [1]. It was observed in the Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. B.6), that the
standard deviation and fluctuations of the asperities that came into contact with
the opposing surface would increase with decreasing λW values. As it was previ-
ously demonstrated that increasing the diamond nanoparticle concentration would
136
Figure B.5: Experimental [1] and numerical friction data as a function of diamond
nanoparticle weight concentration. Diamonds represent the average experimental
wear, and error bars represent the experimental standard deviation.
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Figure B.6: Standard deviation of the normalized asperities worn off, as a function
of λW .
decrease the lubricant temperature, causing an increase in film thickness and λW
values; it can be expected that an increase in diamond nanoparticle concentration




A series of parametric simulations were conducted, in order to determine the ef-
fects of changing diamond nanoparticle concentration on the various tribological
properties. Ultimately the diamond nanoparticle concentration will affect the wear
rate, with the experimental concentration data matching the numerical simulations
in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.2 [1]; however, there are many other tribological properties
that change to cause this change in wear. The numerical model was conducted for
three different temperatures (25◦C, 50◦C, and 75◦C), as well as from 0 to 0.01%
weight concentration of diamond nanoparticles in weight concentration increments
of 10−6. As expected from Eqn. 4.4, the thermal conductivity will increase with
increasing nanodiamond concentration; the increase will be greater at hotter bulk
lubricant temperatures (Fig. C.1). At each temperature and diamond nanoparticle
concentration study, the film temperature (Fig. C.2), minimum film thickness (Fig.
C.3), estimated central film thickness (Fig. C.4), average numerical film thickness
at the area of contact (Fig. C.5), average and maximum pressure (Fig. C.6 and C.7),
and friction coefficient (Fig. C.8) was averaged throughout the one hour simulated
study, and saved as part of the parametric study.
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As expected, with increasing diamond nanoparticle concentration, and thus in-
creasing lubricant thermal conductivity, the lubricant film temperature consistently
decreased (Fig. C.2). It was determined that the hotter bulk lubricant tempera-
tures have a larger thermal conductivity improvement with temperature (Eqn. 4.3),
and therefore the relative temperature increase from friction would be expected to
decrease with increasing diamond nanoparticle concentrations.
Following the same trend as the temperature, with increasing diamond nanopar-
ticle concentration, and thus increasing lubricant thermal conductivity, the analyt-
ical predictions for the minimum (Fig. C.3) and central (Fig. C.4) lubricant film
thickness increases. This is expected, as the Hamrock-Dowson empirical equa-
tions [18] for film thickness show a proportional increase in film thickness with in-
creasing lubricant viscosity (Eqn. 2.18 and 2.19); this occurs with decreasing tem-
perature. This increase in empirically predicted thickness was thus more profound
for hotter bulk lubricant temperature studies, which have more profound thermal
conductivity enhancement from the diamond nanoparticles with increasing temper-
atures.
The average film thickness at the area of contact (Fig. C.4), however, with
increasing concentrations of diamond nanoparticles is observed to increase at the
cooler 25◦C and decrease at the hotter 75◦C study. This is plausible, as with hotter
temperatures, and thus greater wear, the deviation in the film thickness from the
minimum film thickness will be more profound. As most of the wear occurs along
the edge of the boundary where the film thickness is at a minimum, and the wear
rate will decrease exponentially with increase film thickness, this variation does not
have a significant impact of the wear rate predictions.
An investigation of the average pressure over the region of contact shows that,
with increasing diamond nanoparticle concentrations, the average pressure (Fig.
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C.6) will increase while the maximum pressure (Fig. C.7) will decrease. This is
expected, as with thicker lubricant oil film, the greater the pressure is expected to
increase from the no-pressure boundary; this was realized by the Reynolds equation
that was numerically modeled in Section 2.5. With increasing average pressures,
however, the maximum pressure would have to decrease, as the total pressure must
remain proportional to the total load; this is observed in Fig. C.7.
Finally, the simulated friction coefficients were studied (Fig. C.8), and as ob-
served both experimentally and numerically (Fig. 3.5 and B.5), increasing nanopar-
ticle concentrations result in less friction. This phenomenon was significantly greater
at the hotter bulk lubricant temperature, where the thermal conductivity enhance-
ment would be more profound. This numerical study offers further evidence that
the increasing lubricant thermal conductivity caused by the diamond nanoparticle
additive is the primary cause of the reduction in friction and wear.
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Figure C.1: Numerical sensitivity of the lubricant thermal conductivity (W/m·◦C)
as a function of diamond nanoparticle concentration.
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Figure C.2: Numerical sensitivity of the average film temperature over the region
of contact as a function of diamond nanoparticle concentration.
143
Figure C.3: Numerical sensitivity of minimum film thickness (µm) from Hamrock-
Downson (Eqn. 2.18) as a function of diamond nanoparticle concentration.
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Figure C.4: Numerical sensitivity of the central film thickness (µm) from Hamrock-
Downson (Eqn. 2.19) as a function of diamond nanoparticle concentration.
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Figure C.5: Numerical sensitivity of average film thickness (µm) over the region of
contact as a function of diamond nanoparticle concentration.
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Figure C.6: Numerical sensitivity of the average pressure over the region of con-
tact, solved with the Reynolds equation from Section 2.5, as a function of diamond
nanoparticle concentration.
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Figure C.7: Numerical sensitivity of the maximum pressure of contact, solved with
the Reynolds equation from Section 2.5, as a function of diamond nanoparticle
concentration.
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An effort was made to determine if the probability of wear could be realized analyt-
ically, rather than relying on the Monte Carlo empirical solution in Eqn. 2.76. The
assumption would be to treat the probability of a given asperity to reach a certain
height to follow a normal Gaussian distribution (Eqn. 2.71). If this is the case, the





































where ∆x2 (m2) represents the area under contact, σ (m) represents the RMS sur-
face roughness, and V (m3) is the total wear.
This analytical equation was simulated numerically, but was found to not match
the experimental data. This is not surprising, as it requires the assumption that the
asperities accurately follows a normal distribution. Unfortunately, the resolution of
the optical profilometer is insufficient to realistically get enough asperity data of
the surface of untested ball bearings to ascertain the true distribution profile of the
surface height. For this reason, the exponential function in Eqn. 2.76, which was







Tb=59; % Bulk Lubricant Temperature (Centigrade)
maxdepth=5e-8; % Maximum depth of wear per cycle
maxdt=1e0; % Maximum time step per cycle
Mx=201; % X and Z Nodes
W0=88; % Applied load in lbs for four ball tester
Ra0=15.0e-8; % Initial surface roughness of ball bearing
nd=0e-4; % weight fraction of diamond nanoparticles
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totaltime=3600; % Total Wear Time (seconds)
Ey=210e9; % Young’s Modulus of the tested material in Pa
poisson=.3; % Poisson Ratio of tested material
R = 0.25; % Radius of ball bearings in inches
RPM=1200; % Speed of spindle in rpm
COF=0.10; % COF of interest
dt0=0e0; % Initial starting time step (s)
Bw=0.0014; % Bearing width (meters)
UTC=5e8; % Ultimate tensile stress of steel (Pa)
SC=0.6; % Ultimate shear stress coefficient for steel
Ea=-41e-21; % Diamond Nanoparticle Activation Energy (J)
K0=900; % Therman Conductivity Constant
k_boltz=1.38e-23; % Boltzman Constant
k=46.6; % Thermal Conductivity of Material (W/m-K) - Steel
rho=7810; % Material Density (kg/mˆ3) - Steel
Cp=475; % Specific Heat of Material (J/kg-K) - Steel
k_d=2190; % Thermal Conductivity of Material (W/m-K) - Diamond
rho_d=3530; % Material Density (kg/mˆ3) - Diamond
Cp_d=519; % Specific Heat of Material (J/kg-K) - Diamond
k_oil=0.140; % thermal conductivity of oil (W/m-K)
Cp_oil=2000; % specific heat of oil (J/kg-K)




















TD=k/(rho*Cp); % Thermal Diffusivity (m2/s)
TD_lub=k_lub/(rho_lub*Cp_lub); % Thermal Diffusivity of oil (m2/s)



















L=U*a/(2*TD); % Peclet Number (dimensionless)
if L<0.1
Tf=0.25*COF*W*U/(k*a);









































































L=U*a/(2*TD); % Peclet Number (dimensionless)
if L<0.1
Tf=0.25*COF*W*U/(k*a);










































































































Figure E.1: Highest level flowchart of four-ball test wear model. The process takes
place within the WearStudy.m script.
Figure E.2: Flowchart representation of a single time-step. The process takes place
within the WearStudy.m script.
Figure E.3: Flowchart representation of the iterative process of determining the
lubricant film temperature, viscosity, and minimum thickness. The process takes







































Figure E.4: Flowchart representation of the determination of the lubricant film-



































Figure E.5: Flowchart representation of the determination of the lubricant pressure



















































Z1=v1 + 0.7 + exp((-1.47-(1.84*v1)-(0.51*(v1ˆ2))));
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Introduction: 
The purpose of this model is to numerically simulate with finite difference the process of sliding 
contact similar to what occurs during an ASTM D-4172 four-ball test.  It was written in the Matlab 
programming language.  By running this simulation, it is feasible to numerically predict the evolution 
of wear from sliding contact in a lubricated four-ball test.  
Definition of Files: 
• WearStudy.m: 
◦ This is the main program script for the model, running through all of the steps to determine the 
wear rate and total wear
◦ This script can be converted to a function for a parametric study, if needed
◦ Function calls on the “gethfct.m” function to determine the film thickness profile
• gethfct.m: 
◦ This function is used to iterate for the film-thickness profile
◦ Function calls on the “findP.m” function to determine the pressure as it iterates for the film 
thickness profile
◦ The function takes the guess for the pressure, predicts the film thickness, determines the 
pressure for the given film-thickness profile, and use the pressure to adjust the film-thickness; 
this iteration runs until there is convergence on the lubricant film-thickness and pressure
◦ Output: 
▪ hOut: output final lubricant film-thickness profile
▪ PfctOut: output final lubricant film pressure profile
• findP.m: 
◦ Determines the pressure for an input lubricant film-thickness profile
▪ Assumes the film thickness is constant within the function
◦ Uses a “guess” pressure for the nearest-neighbor pressure values to solve for the new pressure 
value at a given finite difference node
▪ Iteration is used until the function converges on a pressure profile
◦ Function calls on the “Roelands.m” function to determine the pressure-viscosity exponential 
coefficient, to calculate the true pressure as a function of the “guess” pressure during the 
iterative step
◦ Output: 
▪ PfctOut: the output pressure function
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• Roelands.m: 
◦ Calculates the pressure-viscosity exponential increase
▪ μ=μ0e
α∗P
◦ Determines the change in viscosity as a function of pressure 
◦ Calls on the “GetBeta” function
◦ Output: 
▪ AP: the α*P term as a function of pressure 
• GetBeta.m: 
◦ Calculates the viscosity-temperature exponential decay coefficient 
▪ μ(T )=μ0 e
β (T −T0)
◦ Uses experimental data for the lubricant oil embedded into the function
◦ Output: beta
• ViscFct.m: 
◦ Determines the kinematic viscosity for a given input temperature (in Centigrade)
◦ Uses experimental viscosity-temperature data embedded in the function
◦ Output: 
▪ VcSt: the kinematic viscosity in centistokes
• wearscar.m: 
◦ Determines the wear profile, and calculates the wear scar size and ellipticity
◦ Wear is recognized when the wear exceeds the RMS surface roughness
◦ The ellipticity consistently remains 1 throughout the model
◦ Output: 
▪ a: the radius of the wear scar
▪ kellip: the ellipticity of the wear scar (consistently 1)
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Layout of the Code: 
• Input Parameters
◦ This is where the material and simulation parameters are inputted by the user
◦ The first set are separated, as sometimes Matlab functions can be built with this information
▪ These parameters, versus the function line, can be commented out if the script will be used 
as a function
▪ Tb=59; % Bulk Lubricant Temperature (Centigrade) 
• This is the bulk lubricant oil temperature
• The model will calculate localized heating from the pressure
▪ maxdepth=5e-8; % Maximum depth of wear per cycle 
• The time step will adjust itself to ensure no more than this much wear (in meters of 
depth) will occur in a given time step
▪ maxdt=1.0e0; % Maximum time step per cycle 
• The maximum time step in seconds, if a longer time step is calculated for the maximum 
wear depth per time step
▪ Mx=201; % X and Z Nodes 
• The number of finite difference nodes in the X and Y direction (for Mx^2) nodes total
▪ W0 = 88; % The load (in lbs) of the 4-ball test
▪ Ra0=15.0e-8; % Initial surface roughness of ball bearing 
▪ nd = 0; % weight fraction of diamond nanoparticles
• Set to 1e-4 for the standard 0.01% weight concentration
• Other model parameters
◦ totaltime=3600; % Total Wear Time (seconds) 
▪ The total time (in seconds) of the sliding contact of the four-ball test
◦ Ey=210e9; % Young’s Modulus of the ball-bearing material (Pa) 
◦ poisson=.3; % Poisson Ratio of ball-bearing material 
◦ R = 0.25; % Radius of ball bearings in inches 
▪ Code will convert it to metric later
◦ RPM=1200; % Speed of spindle in rpm 
◦ COF=0.10; % COF of interest 
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◦ dt0 = 0e0; % Initial starting time-step
◦ Bw=0.0014; % Bearing width (meters) 
▪ This is the length of the domain being analyzed
▪ If it is made larger, the finite difference units will have lower resolution unless more nodes 
are added (which increases computational resources exponentially)
◦ UTC=5e8; % Ultimate Tensile Strength of Steel (Pa) 
◦ SC = 0.6; % Ratio of ultimate strength in shear over ultimate tensile stress
◦ Ea=-41e-21; % Diamond Nanoparticle Activation Energy (J) 
◦ K0=900; % Therman Conductivity Constant 
◦ k_boltz=1.38e-23; % Boltzman Constant (Joules / Kelvin)
• Input of ball-bearing material properties 
◦ k=46.6; % Thermal Conductivity of Material (W/m-K) – Steel 
◦ rho=7810; % Material Density (kg/m^3) – Steel 
◦ Cp=475; % Specific Heat of Material (J/kg-K) – Steel 
• Input of diamond nanoparticle material properties
◦ k_d=2190; % Thermal Conductivity of Material (W/m-K) – Diamond 
◦ rho_d=3530; % Material Density (kg/m^3) – Diamond 
◦ Cp_d=519; % Specific Heat of Material (J/kg-K) – Diamond 
• Input of oil thermal properties
◦ k_oil=0.140; % thermal conductivity of oil (W/m-K)
◦ Cp_oil=2000; % specific heat of oil (J/kg-K)
◦ rho_oil=905.75; % Material Density (kg/m^3) – Oil 
• Calculate Parameters from Input
◦ Make Mx an odd number
▪ This assures there is a finite difference node that is at the center of the domain
▪ if mod(Mx,2)==0 
    Mx=Mx+1; 
end
◦ dx=Bw/Mx; 
▪ The distance increment (meters) between each finite difference node
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◦ Xfct=linspace(-Bw/2,Bw/2,Mx); 
▪ Generates distance function, used to calculate the oil film thickness
◦ W=W0*4.44822162/3; % Divide by 3 and convert to Newtons 
▪ Convert the force in pounds to Newtons, and divides by 3 because the force is evenly 
distributed over 3 ball bearings
◦ R=R*2.54/100; 































] , and EA=EB=E , ν A=νB=ν , therefore E '=
E
1 – ν2
▪ Calculates the reduced Young's modulus, for solving Hertzian contact equations
◦ aHertz=((3/2)*W*Rp/Eyr)^(1/3);
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◦ omg=RPM*(2*pi/60); 
▪ Converts the top-ball speed from revolutions per minute to radians per second
◦ U=0.5*omg*R; % Contact Speed (m/s) 
▪ Calculates the linear speed of sliding contact at the full specified speed
◦ ndx=nd*(1e4);
▪ Determines the equivalent mass ratio of the 0.01% diamond nanofluid solution to neat 
mineral oil necessary to get the equivalent mass ratio of the lubricant being simulated
◦ k_nd=(1+(K0*exp(Ea/(k_boltz*(Tb+273.15)))))*k_oil;
▪ Determines the thermal conductivity of the 0.01% weight concentration diamond 
nanoparticle solution only
▪ Based on experimental studies, and follows an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence
◦ k_lub=(k_oil*(1-ndx))+(k_nd*ndx); 
▪ Thermal conductivity of lubricant with diamond nanoparticles 
▪ Derived as an average of mass functions of the neat mineral oil and the 0.01% weight 
concentration of diamond nanoparticles, to achieve the desired concentration of interest
◦ Cp_lub=(Cp_oil*(1-nd))+(Cp_d*nd); 
▪ Specific heat of lubricant with diamond nanoparticles (derived analytically)
◦ rho_lub=1/(((1-nd)/rho_oil)+(nd/rho_d));
▪ Density of lubricant with diamond nanoparticles (derived analytically)
◦ TD=k/(rho*Cp); % Thermal Diffusivity (m^2/s) 
▪ The thermal diffusivity of the ball bearing, calculated from the input conductivity, heat 
capacity, and density
◦ TD_lub=k_lub/(rho_lub*Cp_lub); % Thermal Diffusivity of oil (m^2/s) 
▪ Uses lubricant parameters to allow for mixing of diamond nanoparticles
◦ kellip=1; % Elliptical Parameter = a/b 
▪ The initial ellipticity of the contact area
◦ oo = ceil(Mx/2); 
▪ Find the array position in the center of the contact area
▪ Mx will consistently be an odd number
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◦ Calculate the assumed added length WP (meters) to take into consideration the shear yield stress 
of the ball bearing material (Greenwood Williamson theory)





• where Gyield is the shear yield strength of the ball-bearing material (Pa)





















▪ Uses the Winkler Mattress model to calculate the elastic deformation for a given fluid 
pressure by this ratio
▪
◦ Calculate the normalized radius Rw 
▪ To find the equivalent reduced radius, to normalize the dimensionless film thickness 
• To take into account that the contact is stationary sliding; Hamrock-Downson assumes 
moving rolling contact





▪ Ratio of the length of a revolution of the ball, over the approximate wear scar length
• 4.5 is the minimum ratio of wear scar over total domain width
(required to meet the Swift-Steiber boundary condition)
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◦ Calculate the pressure-viscosity coefficient (See viscosity section for details)













• where ν is in cSt, and b0 is the ASTM slope coefficient times 5
▪ For this oil, the ASTM slope coefficient b0 is found to be 0.6363
▪ The viscosity is calculated with the viscosity function (see Viscosity section)
▪ This coefficient is used to find the viscosity changes with pressure following Barus' law: 
• ν=ν0 exp[α PVC P]
• Breaks down when P < 0.5 Gpa
◦ Roeland's theory is used for the Reynolds Equation Solver, where the pressure can 
exceed this level (See Roeland's Equation section)
• Calculate the initial minimum and central film thickness (see loop for details of equation)
◦ The minimum film thickness is used in the iterative solver to find the film thickness function
▪ Determined from the Hamrock Dowson empirical equations 
▪ hmin=3.63 Rw(
μ0U
Ey ' R '
)
0.68








◦ Calculated at the beginning of each time-step throughout the simulation
▪ Instabilities may occur if changes are too dramatic 
• With increasing temperature, viscosity decreases, and thus the minimum film thickness 
would decrease
• With the minimum film thickness decreasing (such as from a temperature increase), the 
thermal resistance decreases (the oil is an insulator), and thus the temperature decreases
• As a result of the temperature increase, the temperature decreases, which can cause 
numerical instabilities unless iteration for a proper average temperature is found
▪ This new version assumes steady temperatures throughout each time-step 
• The only parameter that changes this minimum film thickness is the wear scar radius
• As the wear scar diameter increases, the contact area increases, thus the friction heating 
density decreases, thus the temperature decreases, and thus the minimum film thickness 
increases, resulting in less wear
• Temporally the wear rate decreases slowly in time (after initial running in)
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•
▪ First step is to calculate the flash temperature heating at the surface of the ball bearing




, where μCOF is the coefficient of friction
◦ Friction is considered a stationary heat source







◦ Friction heating is considered a slow-moving heat source
• If Pecelt Number L > 5
◦ T f=
0.308 μCOF W U
4 k a √ αU a
◦ Friction heating is considered a fast-moving heat source
▪ Next step is to calculate the temperature distribution within the oil film
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◦ T ( x)=
ġ
2k lub





▪ where ġ  is the equivalent heat generation (W/m3), klub is the thermal 
conductivity of the oil, and h is the film thickness
• The next step is to use this average temperature to calculate the viscosity 
◦ See viscosity section 
◦ The bulk-temperature is used for the oil film thickness to start the iterations
• When a viscosity is determined, a central film thickness is estimated to calculate the 
new temperature profile
◦ An analytical equation based on empirical data is used: 
◦ hc=2.69 Rw(
μ0U
E y ' R '
)
0.67








▪ The iterations occur until there is convergence, looping through the following steps
• Take the most recent central film thickness based on Dowson's equation
◦ For the initial start of the iterative loop, use the viscosity estimated at the bulk 
temperature to estimate this thickness
• Use the film thickness to determine the increase in oil film temperature 
• Determine the total film temperature by adding the flash temperature increase and the 
bulk temperature
• Calculate the new viscosity based on the newly calculated lubricant temperature
• Calculate the new central film thickness 
• If the error between the latest film thickness and the previous thickness is less than 1%, 
end the loop, and utilize this temperature and viscosity throughout the simulation
◦ After 1000 iterations, the loop brakes and an alert is prompted
◦ Determine the minimum film thickness from the viscosity calculated by the converged 
temperature of the oil film, and use this initial minimum thickness throughout the simulation
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• Calculate the viscosity 
◦ The viscosity is found through a separate viscosity Matlab function
◦ Coefficients are first found before the time-steps start
▪ It is necessary to know the viscosity of the lubricant at two temperature points, and for this 
to be declared; for example
• T1=297.15; v1=638; 
• T2=363.15; v2=25;
▪ In the separate function, the A and B terms are found for the two closest experimental data 
points, to reduce interpolation error when the theoretical viscosity is found
▪ Find the value of Z at these temperatures
• Z=ν+0.7+exp(1.47 – 1.84 ν – 0.51 v2)
• ν is in cSt or mm^2/s
▪ Find the coefficients of viscosity for the lubricating oil







• A=log10 log10 Zi+B log10 T i , where i could be either 1 or 2
◦ At each time step, find the new dynamic viscosity
▪ Calculate the kinematic viscosity
• Z = 10^(10^ ( A – B log10T F) )
• ν=(Z – 0.7)– exp[−0.7487 – 3.295(Z – 0.7)+0.6119(Z – 0.7)2 – 0.3193(Z – 0.7)3]
◦ ν is in cSt, Tf is in Kelvin
• To calculate changes in viscosity





• Declare the arrays
◦ In Matlab, if arrays are not pre-declared (as empty matrices), then creating and recreating the 
matrix size dynamically will dramatically increase the computational time
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◦ Most matrices are set as Mx by Mx arrays of zero, where Mx is the number of finite difference 
points in the X and Z direction 
▪ wear=zeros(Mx,Mx);
▪ indent=zeros(Mx,Mx);
◦ Indent is an array to represent the changing depth of the oil thickness as a result of the curvature 
of the ball bearing
▪ r '=√ X2+Y 2=R sinθ , and R – I=R sin θ , therefore






▪ Determines the distance from the center of the domain to the location of each finite 
difference node 
▪ Rfct(ii,jj)=sqrt((Xfct(ii)^2)+(Yfct(jj)^2));
▪ This is to be used for determining when a finite difference node is within the domain of the 
wear scar
◦ Determine the basis of the pressure function starting with Hertzian pressure 
▪ Determine the Hertzian pressure function











▪ Iterate the Reynolds solver to find the correct no-wear pressure distribution of the oil
• See chapter on deflection and film thickness model
• Set up parameters for the start of the simulation
◦ Set a as the radius of the contact area, starting at the Hertzian minimum
◦ Set TS (the time step count) at 0
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◦ Set time = 0 at the start of full spindle acceleration
◦ Set dt to dt0 
• Run the simulation (for each time step)
◦ Calculate the new wear scar radius
◦ Calculate the lubricant film temperature, lubricant viscosity, and the minimum 
elastohydrodynamic film thickness
◦ Solve the Reynold's Equation with finite difference to determine the detailed lubricant profile
◦ Calculate the asperities-film thickness ratio profile and resulting wear rate
◦ Adjust the time-step 
◦ Calculate the total wear 
• Save data
At each time-step: 
• Calculate the size of the wear scar
◦ Adjust scar diameter based on where there is some wear
◦ If the wear scar is smaller than the Hertzian radius, adjust to the Hertzian radius
▪ Hertzian is considered a valid assumption for a low or no-wear contact with an oil film 
thickness (ex. Grubin)
• Calculate the minimum film thickness
◦ Uses Hamrock Dowson film-thickness
◦ This will adjust as the temperature increases, and thus the atmospheric pressure (μ0) decreases 
• Calculate the oil thickness function
◦ Iterate for the proper film thickness: 
▪ Determine the deflection based on oil pressure, utilizing the Winkler Mattress model
• δ (x , z)=
P(x , z)
Kh
▪ Determine the oil film thickness
• h(x , z)=2 • I (x , z )+δ(x , z)+Wear (x , z) –min [2 • I (x , z )+δ( x , z)+Wear (x , z)]+hmin
• This assures that the minimum film thickness is the calculated minimum film thickness
• In this equation and model Wear(x,z) is in meters, not volume
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▪ Determine the pressure with the Reynolds solver
▪ Adjust the deflection function δ, and repeat the iteration until there is convergence
• Require a minimum of 5 iterations, and a maximum of 25 iterations
◦ Reynolds Solver
▪ If the film thickness is very thin (at the area of contact), it is reasonable to assume there is 
negligible Y directional changes


















































◦ Unidirectional Reynold's Equation
◦ This equation can be used for both Pressure and the Grubin reduced Pressures







• where hc is the upper film thickness where 
∂ P
∂ x
=0 , typically at the center of the 
region of contact
▪ Convert the pressure differential into a discrete series with Taylor Series Expansion
• P(X i+1)=P (X i)+P
'
( X i+1)( X i+1 – X i)+Ō(ΔX
2
)
• P' (X i)=
P( X i+1)– P(X i−1)
2Δx
• P' ' ( X i)=
P( X i+1) –2P (X i)+P( X i−1)
Δx 2
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• (Pi−1W i)+(P ia i)+(Pi+1 E i)=Bi
▪ This same 1D equation can be converted to 2D for this simulation
• (Pi−1, j W i , j)+(Pi+1, j Ei , j)+(P i , j−1 S i , j)+(P i , j+1 N i , j)+(Pi , j ai , j)=Bi , j












3h (i , j)2
2 Δx
(
h (i+1, j)−h (i−1, j)
2 Δx
)









h (i , j)3
Δx2
+
3h (i , j )2
2 Δx
(
h(i+1, j)−h( i−1, j)
2Δx
)












3h (i , j)2
2 Δz
(
h(i , j+1)−h(i , j−1)
2 Δz
)












3h (i , j)2
2 Δz
(
h (i , j+1)−h (i , j−1)
2 Δz
)
• ai , j=−2





▪ It is of course necessary to watch for boundaries, and leave out empty data for boundary 
nodes that do not have a node to a directional border








h(i , j+1)−h(i , j−1)
2 Δx
)+(
h( i , j+1)−h(i , j−1)
2 Δz
)]
▪ Iterate to solve for the normalized pressure based on the older function for P
• Pi , j=
Bi , j−[(Pi−1, jW i, j)+(Pi+1, j Ei , j)+(Pi , j−1S i , j)+(Pi , j+1 N i , j)]
ai , j
• All finite difference nodes at the boundary are set to 0
◦ Assumed that far from the wear scar the oil pressure is practically nonexistent
• Require a minimum of 2 iterations, and a maximum of 1000
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Dry Contact Pressure (Hertzian) Oil Pressure (Reynolds)
◦ Determine the pressure-viscosity effects
▪ Barus' Law breaks down after 500 MPa; many pressures of interest exceed this level

















(5.1• 10−9)[ log (μ0)+9.67 ]
◦ Note: uses dynamic viscosity at the bulk-temperature (as the PVC coefficient was 
found at the bulk temperature)
◦ All other equations use the viscosity at the lubricant film temperature 
• S0=β
T b – 138
[ log(μ)+9.67]
◦ where β is obtained from the experimental viscosity-temperature data
ν (T )=ν (T0)exp [−β (T−T 0)]
◦ Have a final determination for the pressure and film thickness function
▪ The pressure can be used to determine the elastic deformation to calculate the film thickness
▪ The film thickness will appear very flat at the area of contact
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▪
• Determine which data nodes are in the region of the wear scar
◦ Done by taking the radius of each data node (found earlier), and determining which are less 
than the calculated wear scar radius
◦ The wear scar radius is defined as the region where wear exceeds the original RMS surface 
roughness of the ball bearings
• Calculate the new RMS surface roughness σ 
◦ Calculated as the RMS of the different wear values as compared to the average wear depth for 
finite difference nodes within the wear scar
◦ This total summation of the difference in wear is squared, summed up, divided by the total 
number of finite difference nodes in the wear scar, and square rooted
◦ The original RMS value is then added to this newly calculated value, and it is multiplied by 




=σ0+√Σ [W (i , j)−W̄ ]
2
Nnodes
◦ If σ is ever calculated to be less than σ0, set σ = σ0  
◦ This is not used for the numerical model, only for tracking and comparison to the optical 
profilometry data
• Find the ratio of asperity contact




, where σ is the standard deviation of the asperities height, h is the height of 
the oil film thickness, and WP is the Greenwood Williamson height
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◦ Monte Carlo was used to simulate the asperities
▪ Asperities were represented by a series of random number from -1 to 1, which was then 
normalized by the standard deviation of the random number generator
• This normalization was set so that a random height of 1 represents the RMS asperities 
height (σ)
◦ No actual real values were used in this prior numerical Monte-Carlo study
• The random series were multiplied by an odd exponential power when it was necessary 
to decrease the standard deviation
◦ An odd power was necessary to ensure both negative and positive asperities
▪ All asperities in excess of the specified lambda-value were removed
Before Wear After Wear (λW = 1)
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• Every time this happened, a count was recorded, to compare to the total number of 
random trials, to validate the area ratio
• Every time an asperities exceeded the λW value, the height in excess was recorded
◦ This total height represents the total wear





(hi – λW ) (m
3)
◦ where N is the total number of random asperities, and hi represents all random 
normalized “asperities” in excess of λW; all other random asperities are set to zero
◦ The total normalized wear was determined to follow (with reasonable error) an 
exponential decay function, where: 
▪ V N=0.2763 • exp[−1.6754 λW ] , where V=V n • Δx
2• σ (m3)
◦ The wear rate at each finite difference node is simply: V̇=V n • Δx• U •σ (m
3/s)
• Calculate the time-step to ensure: 
◦ It is small enough that there would not be a wear depth increase exceeding the user specified 
maximum wear per time-step, where dt=dW max/ (
dW
dt )max
◦ The calculated time-step is not longer than a user-specified maximum time-step duration
▪ Once the max-wear calculated time-step exceeds the maximum time-step, the time-step is 
rounded down once so that the net time function is a clean integer of maximum time-steps
▪ This is not necessary for anything except clean organization of data
• Save all the data within arrays
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Appendix F
MONTE CARLO MATLAB SOURCE
CODE
• runsim.m: run the parametric Monte Carlo study
• crunch.m: function to complete a Monte Carlo study for a given λW -value
• analyze.m: determine the empirical equation (Eqn. 2.76) for the normalized
wear from the Monte Carlo empirical data
• analyzeCOF.m: determine the empirical equation (Eqn. B.1) for the coeffi-





























































Part of my doctoral thesis effort was to investigate Smooth Particle Applied Me-
chanics (SPAM) [131], a mesh-less solid mechanics numerical method that has its
origins from Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics [132]. A numerical method such as
finite element or finite difference utilizes a mesh of regions in space, and tracking
the flow of mass in and out of these defined regions; a mesh-less approach tracks
particles of mass and how the particles interact with each other. Whereas a meshed
numerical method can be considered an Eulerian approach, a mesh-less numerical
model is a Lagrangian approach.
A mesh-less numerical method can be advantageous for simulations that require
a large spatial domain, such as in the presence of large deformations, explosions,
or fluid flow; there is no need to build a larger and larger mesh, which consumes
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computational resources, as the spatial domain increases. The disadvantage is that
particles must track each other, and large particles counts can increase the compu-
tational domain exponentially. This limitation can be overcome with link-lists and
other computational methods of optimization, but with enhanced complexity in the
coding. Whether one uses a meshed or mesh-less numerical method should be de-
pendent on the application involved.
There is very little research conducted in SPAM to date; SPH has been inves-
tigated much more thoroughly, as fluids tend to have much more profound defor-
mations. It was previously observed that to use the equations of SPH directly for
a solid often yields tensile instabilities, causing the numerical model to fail. Var-
ious schemes were attempted to make SPAM and SPH work for solids, of limited
effectiveness. This approach to date uses a separate array to record all particles
connected in tensile contact, and the model will apply a tensile forces to keep them
together; repulsive compressive forces, however, will be applied to any two parti-
cles in proximity to each other. This numerical approach was applied to model the
Hertzian contact of a cylindrical disk on a flat surface, and the results closely match
the analytical model for all scales and sizes.
While this effort is not a major component of this doctoral thesis, the work will
continue at my place of employment, the Navy Air Systems Command at Joint-Base
McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, as part of an In-house Laboratory Independent Research
(ILIR) project titled Smooth Particle Applied Mechanics. An emphasis will focus
on fluid-solid interactions; existing SPH and finite element models can only ap-
proximate the stresses from the fluid to model the solid (or vice versa). The ability
to model both liquids and solids together can have a host of applications, such as
201
a lubricant film separating two solids in contact, as well as the water brake for the
existing steam catapult launching system on the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier. This
effort will continue beyond this PhD, up till at least the end of the 2016 calendar
year.
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat
About the Study: 
• The purpose of this study is to better verify and validate the Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics 
(SPAM) model as it applies to Hertzian contact-mechanics.  
• While the simulation is capable of 3D studies, only a 2D layer of particles are studied.  
• The model will be represented by an inelastic disk being in contact with a elastic flat plate.  
• The fixed 2D disk will be comprised of the same Lagrangian particles as the flat plate.  
• The disk will be forced down at a user-specified velocity and then stay in place for a specified 
number of time steps.  
• The plate will rest on a boundary of fixed solid particles beneath it.  
• This effort will ensure that the deflection length is less than one tenth the disk radius.  
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat
Hertzian Equations for Comparison of SPAM: 
• Pmax=∣T 22∣  for the Top Center Particle





◦ R = Radius of Disk
◦ a = half length of (theoretical) contact area












▪ Ey = Young's Modulus of Elasticity (Pa)
▪ ν = Poisson's Ration
▪ 1 and 2 represent the parameters of the disk and plate respectively
◦ The disk is assumed to be rigid and inelastic, and thus is assumed to have a Young's Modulus of 
infinity.  Based on the assumptions taken for the disk radius, though it is safe to assume the disk 







◦ This is the normalized weight, or the weight per unit length of the disk








◦ Taken for all the fixed particles at the bottom of the flat disk
• The simulated weight is compared to a calculated total weight based on the simulated (with SPAM) 




 → Weight=π adx (Max StressSPAM)
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat
Model: 
• Steel: Young's Modulus at 207 GPa, Poisson's Ratio at 0.3
• Color Code: 
◦ Red: Rigid Disk
◦ Blue: elastic solid
◦ Green = Fixed boundary
•
Results of Simulation: 
• Calculated Contact Area Half-Length (a) = 1.6501 meters
◦ a / R = 8.78%
• Simulated Deflection: -0.0125 inch
• Stress (MPa) Tensor of Top Center Particle (Tij):  
    0 6.4147 0 
6.4147 -4.0477 0 
    0     0 0 
• Pressure – Error = 5.359%
◦ Simulated (SPAM) Max Pressure, at Top Center Particle = 10.0525 GPa 
◦ Calculated (Hertz) Max Pressure, at Top Center Particle = 9.9896 GPa
• Weight – Error = 2.2053%
◦ Simulated (SPAM) Max Pressure, at Top Center Particle = 5.9842 kN
◦ Calculated (Hertz) Max Pressure, at Top Center Particle = 5.8552 kN
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat
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Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0412 1.2828 6.5983 7.3621 7.3071 7.2952
0.0505 1.4206 8.9462 8.7679 7.8587 8.0784
0.0595 1.5420 11.1197 10.5022 8.6718 8.7690
0.0684 1.6532 13.0201 12.4286 9.5720 9.4015
0.0773 1.7566 14.8473 14.5197 10.5241 9.9897















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0618 1.9242 14.8477 16.5667 7.3080 7.2952
0.0758 2.1308 20.1331 19.7297 7.8595 8.0783
0.0893 2.3130 25.0249 23.6305 8.6721 8.7689
0.1027 2.4798 29.3003 27.9638 9.5721 9.4013
0.1159 2.6349 33.4118 32.6699 10.5244 9.9895







Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0824 2.5657 26.3945 29.4497 7.3074 7.2952
0.1010 2.8411 35.7889 35.0722 7.8588 8.0784
0.1191 3.0840 44.4844 42.0097 8.6720 8.7689
0.1369 3.3063 52.0851 49.7116 9.5717 9.4013
0.1546 3.5132 59.3943 58.0780 10.5241 9.9896















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.1030 3.2070 41.2442 46.0171 7.3078 7.2951
0.1263 3.5513 55.9236 54.8013 7.8590 8.0783
0.1488 3.8549 69.5117 65.6398 8.6720 8.7689
0.1711 4.1329 81.3883 77.6770 9.5720 9.4013
0.1932 4.3916 92.8097 90.7467 10.5240 9.9896







Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0105 0.3258 425.3947 475.1323 7.3094 7.2953
0.0128 0.3608 576.8719 565.7163 7.8591 8.0785
0.0151 0.3917 716.9652 677.5850 8.6720 8.7690
0.0174 0.4199 839.5070 801.8216 9.5718 9.4014
0.0196 0.4462 957.3682 936.7987 10.5245 9.9897















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0157 0.4888 0.9572 1.0689 7.3087 7.2952
0.0192 0.5412 1.2980 1.2728 7.8590 8.0785
0.0227 0.5875 1.6132 1.5246 8.6721 8.7691
0.0261 0.6299 1.8889 1.8042 9.5721 9.4014
0.0294 0.6693 2.1541 2.1079 10.5250 9.9898







Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0209 0.6517 1.7066 1.9001 7.3076 7.2955
0.0257 0.7216 2.3128 2.2632 7.8605 8.0784
0.0302 0.7833 2.8727 2.7115 8.6760 8.7687
0.0348 0.8398 3.3629 3.2089 9.5768 9.4012
0.0393 0.8923 3.8344 3.7489 10.5296 9.9894















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0262 0.8146 2.6590 2.9695 7.3092 7.2952
0.0321 0.9021 3.6060 3.5358 7.8593 8.0785
0.0378 0.9792 4.4818 4.2352 8.6726 8.7690
0.0435 1.0498 5.2477 5.0117 9.5723 9.4015
0.0491 1.1155 5.9843 5.8552 10.5250 9.9896







Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0102 0.3224 0.4040 0.5156 8.0164 7.2189
0.0124 0.3551 0.6047 0.6508 9.1878 7.9494
0.0146 0.3852 0.7897 0.7912 10.2975 8.6234
0.0168 0.4129 0.9484 0.9431 11.4494 9.2449
0.0190 0.4385 1.0611 1.1126 12.7192 9.8172















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0154 0.4836 0.9090 1.1601 8.0157 7.2188
0.0186 0.5326 1.3602 1.4642 9.1877 7.9493
0.0219 0.5777 1.7765 1.7801 10.2968 8.6233
0.0252 0.6194 2.1337 2.1220 11.4491 9.2449
0.0284 0.6577 2.3872 2.5033 12.7189 9.8172







Smoothed Particle Applied Mechanics Disk on Flat









Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0205 0.6449 1.6161 2.0623 8.0156 7.2188
0.0248 0.7101 2.4182 2.6031 9.1875 7.9494
0.0292 0.7703 3.1581 3.1648 10.2971 8.6234
0.0336 0.8258 3.7930 3.7726 11.4494 9.2449
0.0379 0.8770 4.2438 4.4502 12.7185 9.8172















Max T22 – 
SPAM (GPa)
Max T22 – 
Hertz (GPa)
0.0256 0.8061 2.5255 3.2234 8.0182 7.2187
0.0311 0.8877 3.8447 4.0651 9.1820 7.9499
0.0366 0.9629 4.9896 4.9451 10.2974 8.6234
0.0420 1.0322 5.9783 5.8977 11.4560 9.2443
0.0474 1.0961 6.6832 6.9584 12.7286 9.8165






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first step is to sum up, conceptually, energy generated in a one-dimensional
solid [101], where




∆E = ρ(∆xA)CP (Tt+∆t − Tt),
Ġ = (∆xA)·ġ,
and this conservation of energy results in












































































• A (m2), surface area
• T (◦C), Temperature
• ∆E (Joules), Energy
• Q̇ (Watts), conductive energy propagation
• Ġ (Watts), energy generation
• ġ (Watts/m3), energy generation density
• ρ (kg/m3), density
• CP (Joules/kg·◦C)
• α (m2/s), thermal diffusivity
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I.2 CONSERVATION OF MASS
Derivation
It is intuitively obvious, and provable by the conservation of mass, that the total
change in the mass of a volume space must be equal to the total mass that crosses





























+ div(ρv)]dV = 0, (I.14)
∂ρ
∂t
+ div(ρv) = 0, (I.15)
∂ρ
∂t
+ v·grad(ρ) + ρ·div(v) = 0. (I.16)













+ ρ·div(v) = 0. (I.18)
Symbols for Conservation of Mass Section
• ρ (kg/m3), density
• t (s), time
• V (m3), Volume
• S (m2), Surface Area
• v (m/s), velocity vector
• n, tangential surface vector
• D
Dt




I.3 CONSERVATION OF LINEAR MOMENTUM
Derivation
It is intuitively obvious that the total change in the linear momentum of a volume
space must be equal to the total linear momentum that crosses the boundary of this
volume (traction on the surface), as well as any body forces (ex. gravity). This can












and these values can all be converted to all volume integrals with the divergence
theorem. The traction vector t can be converted to the Cauchy Stress tensor T̂,
where
t = T̂·n, (I.20)
















)− div(T̂)− (ρB)] = 0, (I.22)
and thus the conservation of linear momentum is defined as,
D(ρv)
Dt
= div(T̂) + (ρB) (I.23)
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Symbols for Conservation of Linear Momentum Section
• ρ (kg/m3), density
• t (s), time
• V (m3), Volume
• S (m2), Surface Area
• v (m/s), velocity vector
• B (Newtons), body forces
• n, tangential surface vector
• t (Pa), traction vector
• T̂ (Pa), Cauchy Stress Tensor
• D
Dt




I.4 NAVIER STOKES EQUATION
Derivation
Based on the derivations of the Conservation of Mass (Section I.2) and the Conser-
vation of Linear Momentum (Section I.3), the Navier Stokes Equation for fluid flow
can be derived. Throughout this effort, the fluid will consistently be considered in-
compressible, and thus based on the conservation of mass (Eqn. I.18), this can be











where the subscript i and j represents the Einstein notation. With this assumption,











) = div(T̂) + (ρB), (I.28)
By definition, the Cauchy Stress Tensor can be broken up into two parts,
Tij = −pδij + T ′ij, (I.29)
and these two parts include the pressure and the viscous stress tensor. The fluid will
be treated as an incompressible Newtonian fluid; in a Newtonian fluid, also known
as a linearly viscous fluid, the viscous stress tensor is a linear relationship with the
239











and if the fluid is incompressible, the viscous stress tensor would be equal to
T ′ij = 2µDij, (I.31)
and thus the stress tensor is







This equation can be used to find the divergence of the stress tensor to solve the




























) = 0, (I.34)











and by plugging in Eqn. I.35 into Eqn. I.28, the general form of the Navier Stokes












) + (ρBi), (I.36)
Symbols for Navier Stokes Section
• ρ (kg/m3), density
• t (s), time
• p (Pa), pressure
• µ (Pa-s), dynamic viscosity
• v = vi (m/s), velocity vector
• T̂ = Tij (Pa), Cauchy Stress Tensor
• T̂′ = T ′ij (Pa), Viscous Stress Tensor
• D̂ = Dij , Deformation Tensor
• B = Bi (Newtons), Body Force
• D
Dt
, material derivative (Eqn. I.17)
• div, divergence
• i and j, Einstein Summation
• δij , Kroniker delta
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I.5 REYNOLDS EQUATION
Derivation of Fluid Velocity
There are several assumptions that are made when deriving the Reynolds equation
for lubricant fluid flow [20, 91],
• Body forces are negligible
• Pressure is constant through the lubricant film (y-direction)
• No slip at the boundary surfaces
• The lubricant flow is laminar (low Reynolds number)
• Inertia and surface tension forces are negligible compared with viscous forces
• Shear stress and velocity gradients are only significant across the lubricant
film (y direction)
• The lubricant is Newtonian
• The lubricant viscosity is constant across the film (y direction)
• The lubricant boundary surfaces are parallel or at a small angle with respect
to each other
To simplify this derivation, we will assume the velocity is uniform in the x direction,












and as defined in Section I.4 the viscous shear























+ C1y + C2 = µu, (I.41)
and the coefficients of integration are
C2 = µU2, (I.42)








u(y = 0) = U2,

























and if there is fluid flow is in the z direction, simply substitute z for x in Eqn. I.44.
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Derivation of Fluid Column
In a given volume, the fluid in must equal the fluid out, looking at both the x, z, and
the sides in the y-direction. This can be described as,
Qx,in +Qz,in +Qy,in = Qx,out +Qz,out +Qy,out, (I.45)




















+ (wh − w0) = 0. (I.49)
















+ (U1 − U2)
y2
2·h










For the 1D applications of interest, where there is no flow in the y or z direction,




qz = wh = w0 = 0, (I.53)
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and therefore the final version of the 1D Reynolds can be generated by plugging in










U = U1 + U2, (I.55)
which is effectively Eqn. 2.45.
Symbols for Reynolds Equation
• ρ (kg/m3), density
• t (s), time
• p (Pa), pressure
• µ (Pa-s), dynamic viscosity
• v = vi (m/s), velocity vector
• T̂ = Tij (Pa), Cauchy Stress Tensor
• qx, qz (m2/s), volume flow rate (per unit length)
• w0, wh (m2/s), volume rate out of film thickness (y) direction (per unit length)
• Qin,x, Qin,y, Qin,z, Qout,x, Qout,y, Qout,z (m3/s), volume flow rate




The definitions and derivations of the Hertz contact equations [9, 20, 91] assume
small, elastic, static deflections. Hertz derived analytically that the pressure distri-
bution is (repetitive from Eqn. 2.12 and 2.14),




















(2a2 − r2) = δ(r)− A′x2 −B′z2, (I.58)
for solids of rotation, where A’ and B’ are coefficients of the principle relative axis
of the two surfaces. Assuming there is no ellipticity,

















where the reduced radius R’ can be found with Eqn. 2.7 and 2.9, and the reduced
Young’s modulus E’ can be found with Eqn. 2.8 and 2.10. The equation for the
contact radius (Eqn. 2.11) can be found by setting r = a, where there is no elastic
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deflection δ(a) = 0,
πPHertz
4·a·E ′






























































It is clear from this analytical equation that the Winkler Mattress coefficient will
vary with the load. In this model, the load and Winkler Mattress coefficient are
consistent throughout the entire simulation.
In order to determine the plasticity length (Eqn. 2.73), the first step is to derive
the maximum deflection δHertz as a function of the maximum pressure PHertz. The
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Plastic deformation is expected to start at 60% of the yield stress [2], and therefore
by setting the maximum pressure in Eqn. I.71 at 60% of the failure yield stress of

















The initial value of 0.09·π2≈0.89 is rounded up to 1, in order to take into account
the fact that there might be internal plastic flow before detectable plastic flow and
wear occurs [2], which yields the exact solution for Eqn. 2.73.
Symbols for Hertzian
• ūz (m), Hertzian deflection length





Figure J.1: Falex MultiSpecimen Test Machine, Photograph # 1
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Figure J.2: Falex MultiSpecimen Test Machine, Photograph # 2
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Figure J.3: Falex MultiSpecimen Test Machine, Photograph # 3
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Figure J.4: Falex MultiSpecimen Test Machine, Photograph # 4
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Figure J.5: Falex MultiSpecimen Test Machine, Photograph # 5
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Figure J.6: Branson 1510 Ultrasonic Cleaner
255
Figure J.7: Zygo Corporation, Metrology Solutions Division, 3D Optical Surface
Profilers, Photograph # 1
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Figure J.8: Zygo Corporation, Metrology Solutions Division, 3D Optical Surface
Profilers, Photograph # 2
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Figure J.9: Zygo Corporation, Metrology Solutions Division, 3D Optical Surface
Profilers, Photograph # 3
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